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Boutilier Loses in City
Council Election
Suzanne Chevalier

Student Correspondent
In Tuesday’s election in Lewiston,
Alfred Plourde captured the posi¬
tion of mayor, while Brad Boutilier,
’85, lost his bid for city council seat
to Mark Mason.
Plourde won the position of
mayor with a large victory margin,
of 8,978 to 4,398, over former city
councilor James Begert. Republican
Chester Verrill posted a poor third
with only 405 votes.
In the election for city councilor,
the winners were as follows: Telow
in Ward 1, Deschenes in Ward 2,
Mason in Ward 3, Poulin in Ward 4,
Phillipon in Ward 5, Couture in
Ward 6, and Guay in Ward 7.
Mason and Guay were the only two
who ran contested in their wards.
John Telow, Roger Phillipon, and
Paul Couture all return for consecu¬
tive terms as city councilors.
Referendum question number 1,
which stated, “Shall an ordinance be
enacted which would limit annual
budget increases to no more than the
Gross National Product-Implicit
Price Deflator unless it is deemed
necessary by 2/3 of the City Coun¬
cil?” passed with overwhelming
support.
Referendum question number 2,
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stated, “Shall an ordinance be
enacted which would require that
alternative sources of financing be
subject to the same restrictions as the
bond issues?” was similarly sup¬
ported and also passed.
In the Special Election, Question
1, which stated, “Shall Maine
Repeal the hunting season on
moose?” was voted against while
questions 2 and 3, both bond issues,
were voted for. Questions 4 and 5,
also bond issues, were not passed.
Question 6, a constitutional
amendment concerning the prop¬
erty tax for watercraft, was voted
for, and Question 7, another consti¬
tutional amendment, stated, “Shall
the constitution of Maine be
amended to require a 2/3 vote of the
elected members of the Legislature
to expend any principal amount of
the Mining Excise Tax Trust Fund
or any successor funds? was also
voted for.
Question 8, stated, “Shall the
Constitution of Maine be amended
to change the municipal property
tax loss reimbursement provisions
and to change the penalty payable
upon the change of use of land con¬
taining minerals which is being
valued at current use?” was voted
against by a very small margin.
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Central America:
“Another Vietnam”
by Charles Prast

Student Correspondent
On Monday, Nov. 7, in Chase
Lounge a desperate, and often
strongly worded, plea was sent out
to both Bates students and youth all
around the country. Delivering this
message were three representatives
from El Salvador, Costa Rica, and
Nicaragua. Each representative
spoke, delivering both a warning
and an invitation, the latter to Amer¬
ican students, and the former,
directly to the Reagan admin¬
istration.
The three representatives were
part of MUJECA (United Move¬
ment of Central American Youth)
and were sponsored on campus by
the Democratic Caucus: from Costa
Rica was Gerardo Contreras, presi¬
dent ofThe Federation of University
Students of Costa Rica; from Nica¬
ragua was Lautaro Sandino, 17,
who is the representative from the
Sandinista Youth, and from El Sal¬
vador was Roberto Pineda, repre¬
sentative of the anti-government
student organization.
Each speaker gave a 10 minute
presentation, each in turn offering
“unity” to American students. Also,
however, they viciously attacked
both the Reagan administration and

the exploitation of their nations by
trans-international corporations in¬
cluding ITT, Esso, and Shell.
(Continued on Page 16)

Peace rally protester Mike Diehl, ’85 expressing his sentiments on the U.S. invasion of Grenada. See story,
page 4. Photo by Taylor.

Students Respond to Sexual Harassment Issue
by Elizabeth Smith

Student Correspondent
Sexual harassment: What is it? Is
it a problem at Bates? How should it
be dealt with? These were questions
raised by the Special Report in last
week’s Bates Student. The subject of
sexual harassment at Bates was
addressed by the coverarticle in the
Oct. 7th issue of The Maine Times;
student response to the Nov. 4th spe¬
cial report was varied.
Of the students questioned, half
had heard of the sexual harassment
complaint filed against Bates by
Associate Professor of biology Lisbeth Francis before the special
report in The Student. Sarah Qui¬
gley ’86 said, “I had heard rumors,
but was very unclear as to what was
going on."
Amy Gamerdinger ’84, a student
who had read the article in The
Maine Times, commented, “I was

Parking Ban in effect Nov. 15
Effective Nov. 15 an overnight vehicles on campus, in appropriately
parking ban will be in effect on all designated areas, must purchase
Lewiston streets, through the winter,
their parking permits at the Lane
until April 15,1984. Students should
Hall business office. Parking viola¬
be aware that from Nov. 15 until tions on campus are five dollars
April 1, there is a no parking permit¬ each. A student receiving five park¬
ted overnight on the campus portion ing violations may have his/her car
of Bardwell St. from 6:00 pm to 6:00 towed off campus.
am.
Stan Piawlock
Students intending to keep their _Security Chief

surprised that I read it in a public
newpaper rather than finding out
about [the complaint] in the school
first.” Ken Liebman ’86, another stu¬
dent who had “heard rumors” felt
that The Student “should have been
on top of it [the issue] from the
start.” However, Michael Acton ’85
felt that the article “presented an
accurate picture of the situation.”
Regardless of when The Student
actually did deal with the situation
of the sexual harassment charge, the
important question is “is sexual
harassment a problem at Bates?”
When posed this question, student
response varied from “No, I had no
impression of this; I couldn’t suspect
such things” to “I think it’s a prob¬
lem everywhere.”
Ethan Shames ’87 said, “I’d like to
know” if sexual harassment is a
problem at Bates; he felt that “the
article posed a question but did not
answer it.” Stacey Kabat ’85 said
that “People aren’t aware of it [sex¬
ual harassment] until it’s blatantly
happening to them.” Student
response in general suggested that
they had not personally encountered
such a situation at Bates and, there¬
fore, had not thought of it as a prob¬
lem. Those who were aware of
sexual harassment as a problem felt
it was universal.
Many of the difficulties in decid¬
ing if sexual harassment was a prob¬

lem at Bates lay in the problem of
defining
“sexual
harassment.”
Gamerdinger defined it as “a sexual
advance that was unasked for.” Qui¬
gley more subtley defined sexual
harassment as “obscuring the indi¬
vidual’s identity as a thinking person
and reducing them to an object.”
In an article in the recent issue of
Time Magazine on sexual harass¬
ment it was stated that “men tend to
define sexual harassment solely in
terms of sex” while “women, how¬
ever, considered as serious harass¬
ment demeaning remarks and
behavior designed to make them feel
uncomfortable.” Kabat said that
you need to “define whether it [sex¬
ual harassment] is an advance or just
feeling degraded because of your
sex.” She went on to describe sexual
harassment as a “gray area” that
needs “to be talked about and
worked out,”
What would you do if sexually
harassed? Most students expressed
that they would try to deal with the
situation themselves at first, but if it
persisted they would seek the help of
an outside party (a member of the
faculty, one of the deans, their junior
advisor). One of the students stated
that “people are in situations where
sexual harassment can occur: they
wait until it’s too late to do anything
about it.” Kabat, who did have a
problem of this nature, spoke with

the deans and then with the head of
the department involved who in turn
spoke with the individual rsponsible
for the harassment. She felt that
situation was handled effectively.
Students questioned were also
asked if they felt it was “the responsibilty of the college to deal with sex¬
ual poroblems?“ Quigley responded,
“I think the school has a responsibil¬
ity to protect faculty and students.”
She questioned “who else is going to
monitor the situation?” Kabat stated
that, “When it’s harassment by a col¬
lege employee, it’s the college’s
responsibilty to reprimand that indi¬
vidual.” A male freshman who
wished to remain anonymous said
that, “there’s only a certain amount a
college can do, [but] the school
should take initiative and have the
harasser seek professional help.”
Concern was also expressed over
the faculty responsibility in their
relationship with students. Quigley
said, “I would think that a professor
or someone in that position of
authority would ethically want to
maintain a professional distance
between himself and his students.”
Kabat felt that “a college employee is
in a position of example.” She went
on to say that “you [the students] are
learning through their [the profes¬
sors] demonstration, what you
believe and what you value.”
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The President's Going to Veto this Bill
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Defying
veto threats, the House voted Thurs¬
day to restore $1 billion to education
and social-welfare programs cut by
Congress over the past two years,
and to spend $11.3 billion on foreign
aid in 1984.
The proposal, approved 235-181,
also would prohibit federal em¬
ployees from using governmental
health insurance benefits to pay for
abortions. Federal welfare benefits
cannot now be used for abortions.

The Democratic-dominated
House attached the proposals to
the stopgap spending bill, expected
to be approved later in the day,
that is needed to finance many fed¬
eral agencies past midnight
Thursday.
“They’ve been whiplashed,”
observed Rep. Silvio Conte, RMass.
The House and Senate planned
to work all night if necessary to
approve the continuing resolution,

“Star Wars” Defense
Witt Cost Bttttons
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President
Reagan’s call for a space shield
against Soviet missiles will need an
effort a dozen times greater than the
Manhattan Project that developed
the atomic bomb, the Pentagon’s
research chief said Wednesday.
Richard DeLauer, undersecretary
of defense for research and
engineering, gave the first public
glimpse of what would be needed to
carry out Reagan’s “Star Wars” ini¬
tiative during testimony before the
House Armed Services Committee.
The hearing was on legislation
proposed by Rep. Ken Kramer,
R-Colo., to restructure Pentagon
space programs under a unified
command for the purpose of estab¬
lishing space defense programs,
including a manned space station.
In a March 23 speech, Reagan
called on the nation’s scientists “to
define a long-term research and
development program to begin to
achieve our ultimate goal of elimi¬
nating the threat posed by strategic
nuclear missiles.”
DeLauer presented a chart that
showed 12 areas in which research is
needed to develop such a system by
the year 2000.
“There’s a lot of loose talk that all
we have to do is create another Man¬
hattan Project and carry it out,” he
said, referring to the secret gathering
of top scientists that developed the
atomic bomb during World War II.
Pointing to the chart, he said:

“Every single block is equal to or
greater than the Manhattan Pro¬
ject,” which at the time was an allout effort by the government.
“When the time comes that you
deploy any of these technologies,
you’ll be staggered at the cost that
they could involve,” he said, adding
that research costs of a few billion
dollars are nothing compared to
actual development costs.
One military expert observing the
hearing said it appeared the
Pentagon was reluctant to commit
funds to the defensive missile shield
at the possible expense of offensive
weapons programs.
‘That’s what they’re trying to
avoid by pushing a solution off into
the 21st century,” he said.
Other critics argue that proceed¬
ing with a ballistic missile defense
program would introduce weapons
in space and increase the threat of
nuclear war.
The Fletcher Commission report,
which has not been made public,
reportedly outlines several alterna¬
tives from which Reagan may
choose.
Depending on which he picks, the
Pentagon’s proposed 1985 research
budget for ballistic missile defense,
which was projected to be $1.8
billion, will be increased from 25
percent to 50 percent, DeLauer said.
“ A nd, therefore, I don’t think
whoever happens to be at the head
of it is of particular importance in
the large strategic sense,” he said.

although failure to meet the mid¬
night deadline would likely not
have an immediate impact on gov¬
ernment services since Friday is a
federal holiday - Veterans Day.
The next regular working day
for government employees would
be Monday.
The stopgap measure is neces¬
sary because five of the 13 regular
appropriations bills for fiscal 1984
- agriculture, commerce, defense,
foreign aid and treasury - have not
yet been enacted.
“It’s the intention of the majority
leader to ram all this budget-bust¬
ing spending down our throats
until we choke on it,” complained
House Republican leader Bob
Michel.
“Go ahead and have your day,”
Michel told the Democrats. “Get it
on and over with, so we can get a
veto.”

The House had attached the until the Salvadoran authorities
identical education and foreign aid obtain a verdict in the trial of those
amendments to a similar bill Tues¬ responsible for the murder of four
day, but then defeated the entire American church women in 1980.
The foreign aid package was
measure 206-203 when Democratic
freshmen revolted to protest large about $350 million less than Presi¬
dent Reagan requested.
budget deficits.
What angered Republicans was
Leaders of the dissident fresh¬
men, who said they had made their restoration of $1 billion to educa¬
point, voted for the measure this tion and social-welfare programs
that Congress cut over the past two
time.
The resolution would continue years under pressure from Reagan.
the government’s spending author¬
ity, set to expire at midnight, until
“With this amendment, the pres¬
Feb. 29.
ident’s going to veto this bill,”
The foreign aid package att¬ Conte warned. “You’re going to
ached to the bill would increase stop the government. This is a
military and economic aid to Israel resolution meant to provoke a
and Egypt by about $400 million political confrontation and bring
over current levels and halt about several federal agencies to a halt.”
It also would lower the eligibil¬
$150 million in previously approp¬
riated aid to Syria, a Soviet ally in ity requirements for the school
lunch program and cut the price
the Middle East.
It also would withhold 30 per¬ children must pay for their reduced
cent of the U.S. aid to El Salvador school lunches and breakfasts.

“I don’t think the PLO is an effective military force”

Weinburger Says PLO Conflict
of Little Consequence
“I’d have to say, frankly, I think
The United States never has rec¬
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger wrote ognized the PLO and has not dealt it’s comparatively unimportant,"
off Yasser Arafat and the Palestine with Arafat or his organization offi¬ Weinberger replied.
Liberation Organization Thursday, cially, abiding by Israel's wishes.
Israel forced Arafat and 10,000
saying Arafat’s defeat in Lebanon
would be “comparatively unimpor¬
Unofficially, however, Washing¬ Palestinian fighters to evacuate
tant” to the overall Mideast conflict. ton has viewed Arafat as a moderate Beirut during its 1982 invasion of
“I don’t think the PLO is an effec¬ who perhaps could be persuaded by Lebanon, but a big pocket of PLO
tive military force any more and, King Hussein of Jordan to endorse forces stayed in the Tripoli area,
therefore, I don’t think whoever President Reagan’s 14-month-old where two Palestinian refugee
happens to be at the head of it is of Middle East peace initiative. The camps are located. Arafat returned
particular importance in the large initiative envisions a Palestinian to Lebanon earlier this year.
strategic sense,” he said.
homeland in the Israeli-occupied
A PLO faction opposed to what West Bank “in association with
On another issue, Weinberger
its views as Arafat’s moderate stance Jordan.”
appeared
to contradict Assistant
toward Israel is besieging PLO for¬
Defense
Secretary
Richard Perle,
ces in the Tripoli area of northern
Diplomatic sources dismissed who said Wednesday the United
Lebanon, with artillery and tank
support from Syria. The Persian Weinberger’s comments as “insignif¬ States may have to reconsider the
Gulf oil states have been trying to icant,” calling them a “cheap way” to decision to withdraw 1,400 nuclear
win over Israel’s American support¬ warheads from Europe if the Soviet
arrange a cease-fire.
The statement by Weinberger ers since the statement only “reflects Union takes advantage of that uni¬
came as a surprise because the PLO the reality on the ground.” He has lateral restraint.
The withdrawal is to be carried
is supported by Jordan and the Gulf been criticized by Israelis as being
out over the next five to six years,
states, with which the Reagan too pro-Arab.
Perle said.
administration has been trying to
The
Pentagon
chief
made
the
forge an alliance.
“Our action was unequivocal and
remarks in an interview with foreign
unilateral and we always hope that
journalists that was beamed by satel¬
the Soviets will follow suit," Wein¬
lite to five European countries. He
berger said. “But the decision that
was asked for his assessment of the
NATO (made) was taken on an
“strategic consequences” of Arafat’s
independent basis.”
defeat.

World News Capsules
By Walter

D. McNeil. Jr.

Earthquake Kitts Two in Belgium
LIEGE, BELGIUM—Last week
the most severe earthquake in Bel¬
gium history since 1938 killed two
people, injured ten and ruined sev¬
eral buildings. The tremor was regis¬
tered at five on the Richter scale and
was felt 75 miles away in Ruhr Val¬
ley in West Germany.
HARARE, ZIMBABWE—
Dumiso Dabeugwa, top aide of
Joshua Nkome, opposition leader,
was released from illegal detention
yesterday. Dabeugwa was charged
with treason and possession of ille¬
gal arms which led to a 191 day det¬
ention. Zimbabwean law states that
a man can only be held for a period
of 30 days and then his case has to be
reviewed.

GUATEMALA — The govern¬
ment of Guatemala said last week
that their leader, Bri. General Oscar

Mejia Victores, expelled a Mexican
missionary for being a party to “sub¬
versive affairs.” Officials said the
Roman Catholic lay preachers were
involved in guerrilla activities and
were seeking amnesty.
ROME—The United States will
spend 50 million dollars on food
supplies for drought stricken coun¬
tries. This is the results of the efforts
of the Secretary of Agriculture J ohn
R. Blocks. He pushed for more
spending on food supplies to other
countries because he thought that
the nations of the world were spend¬
ing too much money on arms at the
expense of food supplies.

DENTON, TEXAS—47-year-old
Henry Lee Luccaus has denied
charges that accused him of killing
165 people. Luccaus admitted to
the charges earlier this year after

slaying his 15-year-old travelling
partner.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA—The
Greyhound Company has cut off
payment to 2,200 retirees because
of a contract provision which
states that if workers strike retirees
lose their benefits. These retirees
will not receive their next check
and 4,000 others will loose their
benefits if the strike continues past
the 15th of November.

LOS ANGELES—Yesterday a
hearing resumed on the legitimacy
of the lie detector test that John
Delorean supposedly passed. Delorean’s attorney claimed that
Delorean passed a test adminis¬
tered by Dr. David Riske of the
University of Utah. Delorean
failed a test that was administered
by the Federal Bureau of Investiga¬
tions (FBI).

Nude Woman Draws Crowd
on Florida 195
ORMOND BEACH, Fla. (UPI)-A
nude North Carolina woman drew a
crowd of sightseeing truckers and
police along Interstate 95 before she
was arrested.
Volusia County deputies said the
woman stripped off her clothes and
turned on her car’s inside light to
give passing truckers a better look
Wednesday.
Toni Hardwick Smith, 33, of
Rocky Mount, was charged with
driving while intoxicated and pos¬
session of a half-pound of mari¬
juana. She also was charged with
fleeing from a police officer.
Deputy Larry Humm said he was
parked at a rest area near Davtona

Beach when he heard at least five
truckers talking on the CB radio
about a car traveling south on the
interstate.
The truckers said they were jock¬
eying for position to get a better
look.
Humm said the woman was nude
when he spotted her but put on a
shirt as he approached the car. He
said she sped off when he turned
away to let her dress.
He said the woman was fully
clothed when he caught up to her
and she claimed she was merely
changing clothes when the truckers
spied her.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Computers at Bates: Tools of Liberal Arts Education
by Bill Walsh
News Editor

In an increasingly computer dom¬
inated society, it has been ques¬
tioned whether traditional liberal
arts colleges, like Bates, can main¬
tain a level of interest for students
who see a growing technical world
opening up before them. Some feel
that liberal arts colleges will be los¬
ing an increasing number of students
to such high-tech havens as the Mas¬
sachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) or other similarly technical
schools which offer computing
resources and opportunities far
beyond that of a Bates College.
However, it is necessary to look at
the effectiveness of what Bates has
accomplished in introducing the
computer to an initially “computer
phobic” student body, while
attempting to maintain its dedica¬
tion to the liberal arts. Bates has not
integrated the computer into the cur¬
riculum as a discipline, but rather as
a tool to serve the liberal arts
student.

This general expansion in com¬
puting capabilities has been coupled
with an equal, if not greater number
of computer applied and related
courses.
Presently the math department
offers five computer science courses:
Principles of Computing, Algo¬
rithms, Data Structures and two
short term units; Computing for
non-scientists and Digital Design
and Computer Architecture.
Many other departments are
using the computer as a means to
facilitate learning as well as teaching
of the particular concentration. For

retrieve data collected through
experiments as well as to simulate
experiments.
Yet, with this continually growing
application of the computer, does
Bates provide the necessary re¬
sources to accomodate the demand?
Nearly every student who has used
the computer at one time or another
has received the maddening “Source
Limit” response. This message
means that all 21 lines from campus
terminals to the central computer
are in use and the user will have to
wait for an open line. A similar mes¬
sage appears when all six lines to the

Growth of Bates Computing
According to Assistant Director
of the Computing Center, Jim
Bauer, from the beginnings of its
computing history, Bates has kept
up with the rising demands for com¬
puting capabilities. Originally, in the
late sixties. Bates had only four tele¬
type terminals operated by lines to
the Dartmouth computing system
as well as one cathode ray tube ter¬
minal (CRT). This number re¬
mained the same through the early
seventies and only grew to six tele¬
type terminals by 1978.
It was at this point when Bates
received a National Science Founda¬
tion Grant with the sole purpose of
upgrading the computing system.
This permitted the purchase of a
number of additional terminals as
well as a central computer located
on the Bates campus. Even with this
new growth in resources, Bates
retained its six lines of communica¬
tion open to the Dartmouth system.
Presently, Pettigrew Hall is the
only academic building without
computer terminals; but, according
to Bauer, terminals will be installed
there within a year.

Aerial view of the Computing Center in Coram Library, rnoio Dy y.
instance, the political science depart¬ Dartmouth system are in use.

ment offers an Introduction to Polit¬
ical Analysis which requires the use
of the Dartmouth database to
gather statistics for hypothesis test¬
ing. A number of courses in econom¬
ics and psychology use the Bates
computer resources for statistical
analysis while such courses as
“Minds and Machines” in the philos¬
ophy department examine man’s
relationship with machines around
him “and whether robots or compu¬
ters should ever be said to ‘think’.”
The natural sciences commonly use
the computer facilities to store and

Bruce Barrett, head computing
assistant and consultant, stressed,
we “ are operating closer to maxi¬
mum usage more this year than any
other year.” He went on to say that
only three days after school began,
the computer was operating at maxi¬
mum capacity as early as 9:00 am
and as late as 11:30 pm. “This
amount of usage has been the rule
rather than the exception,” said
Barrett.
Last year the problem arose,
noted Barrett, that the disk storage
capacity was continually being used
up and users couldn’t store their
work. A plea went out to all users to
“ARCHIVE” (store the files on tape
rather than disk) the files they didn’t
actively use. However, even with the
addition of a new disk drive this
year, “if the student knows there is
an amount of space on a disk, he will
use it.” So, again, Barrett foresees,
storage problems._

other schools in the field of comput¬
ing? According to Barrett, Bates has
“the most powerful small college
computing system in Maine.” He
added that, for the size of the college,
it is one of the better computing
facilities in New England._

Also, a new position, the coodinator of constructive computing, has
“There are needs here, but I been created to integrate the compu¬
ter further into the liberal arts
think we are \n good shape”
curriculum.
Jack Pribram
These additions in recent years
A ssociate Professor and months seem to indicate that
_of Physics Bates is on its way to becoming a
Bauer noted that while any “computer literate” institution. Said
demand for expensive, highly tech¬ Jack Pribram, associate professor of
nical equipment is limited by fund- physics, “Bates is in good shape.”
“We realize the demand is there”,
said Bauer, and the computing
resources will be growing accord¬
ingly; “we haven’t reached our upper
limit.”
A Computer Science Major at
Bates?
What is the computing limit at
Bates? There has been talk of a com¬
puter science major, but a more pop¬
ular, and for the moment more
realistic proposal has been that of a
secondary concentration in compu¬
ter science.
As reported in the Nov. 4 issue of
The Student, the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC) of the Represen¬
tative Assembly (RA), has been
researching the possibility of this
type of proposal. The EPC pro¬
posed, tentatively that the concen¬
tration would be within the math
department and include “five desig¬
nated math courses and two desig¬
nated computer science courses.”
A faculty study group formed
three years ago and chaired by Pri¬
ing, “I have the feeling that more bram, has also been investigating
interest is being put on computing” computer expansion at Bates. In
in the last few years by the trustees looking at the possibility of a com¬
puter science major, they came to
and administration.
The simple fact that Bauer’s job the conclusion that a secondary con¬
was not in existence four years ago, centration would be a more practical
is a testament to the obvious growth alternative.
Pribram pointed out that one rea¬
in Bates computing. In all, the com¬
puter personnel at the college son that the idea of the secondary
numbers five staff members as well concentration is so appealing is
as fifteen student consultants, pro¬ because it wouldn’t be necessary to
hire an additional faculty member or
grammers and assistants.
Furthermore, the student de¬ to add any more courses to the cur¬
signed additions to the computer riculum to fulfill the concentration.
Futhermore, there are those who
system have increased in the form of
increased subsystems. DATA SIM, do not view computer science as one
(Continued on Page 11)
which simulates results of experi¬

“(We) are operating closer to
maximum usage more this
year than any other year... (I
am) overwhelmed with the
use. ”
Bruce Barrett ’84
Head Computer Consultant
_and Assistant

■

.

,

A now obsolete teletype, formerly found in the Computing Center.
Photo by Lou.

Barrett sees the problem of
increased computer usage by many
courses as clashing directly with the
availability of resources. “Without
some massive realignment of think¬
ing, (we) have inadequate resources.”
Bauer pointed out that there is a
waiting list of courses which could
easily and efficiently implement the
computer into their curriculums, but
don’t because the resources aren’t
abundant enough.
But, is this crunch “normal” in the
wake of a computer revolution?
How well off is Bates compared to

ments, XM AIL, an updated version
of the mail system, X PRINT, a
resource that prints “hard copy” in
neat presentable form, and AR¬
CHIVE, were all student written.

Photo by Lou.
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Bates Benefactor
Helen Ladd Killed
by Stephanie Leydon

Student Correspondent
One of Bate’s most munificent
benefactors, Helen Filene Ladd,
died Friday evening, November 4,
after being struck by a pickup truck
as she crossed the street outside her
home in Wayne, Maine. She was 84
years old.
In 1979 the newly constructed
library was dedicated to both Mrs.
Ladd and her husband, George, in
recognition of the 25 years worth of
donations the Ladds had bequested
to Bates.
President Reynolds explained
that the library was named after
both Ladds because, “We thought it.
was unthinkable to name it for only
one of them; they were so close, and
everything that they did they did
together.”
“You could say they (the Ladds)
were among the most generous
benefactors in the history of the col¬
lege,” said Stuart Greene, director of
the News Bureau at Bates.
Mrs. Ladd’s father, Lincoln
Filene, founder of what is now
Filene’s department store, also made
substantial contributions to the col¬
lege in the late 1960’s. The Filene
room in Pettigrew Hall was named
after him.
Born in Boston, Mrs. Ladd grad¬
uated and became a lifetime trustee
of Skidmore College in New York.
Her interest in music spurred the
benefactress to setup a nationwide
search for talented music students
who receive a four year scholarship
to Skidmore.
Although Mrs. Ladd and her hus¬
band were dedicated to the concept
of higher education, they also made
great contributions to their com¬
munity.
Endowments from the Ladds
made possible the Ladd Recreation
Center and elementary school,, both
located in Wayne. Mrs. Ladd also
made a great many other less vis¬
ible contributions to aid others.

Personal friends stated that she
was a very private person who did
things for individuals in a quiet and
unassuming way.
She is survived by her husband,
three sons, George E. 3d, of Hono¬
lulu, Lincoln F. of Wayne, and*
Robert M. Filene of Tucson Ariz¬
ona; a sister Catherine Filene
Shouse of Washington D.C.; and 11
grandchildren and four great grand¬
children. One grandson, Michael,
graduated from Bates in 1976, and
another granddaughter, Elizabeth,
is currently a junior at Bates.
A memorial service will be held at
4 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 12, at the
Ladd Recreational Center in
Wayne. President Reynolds will be
attending the service, as well as
administration officials from Skid¬
more College.
The college is planning an observ¬
ance of Mrs. Ladd’s death for the
Bates community at a later date.

Helen Ladd, accompanied by her husband George Ladd and President of the College T. Hedley Reynolds at
the library dedication in 1979. News Bureau Photo.

Student Injuries Cause Problems on Campus
Betsey Allen

Staff Reporter
Every fall, Bates seems barraged
with a rash of student injuries which
leave many people on crutches.
Each year at Bates there are 50-60
injuries requiring crutches.
“I see about 20-25 such injuries
per year. Between the two training
rooms, and referrals from the
Health Center, that’s a total of 5060.” said Roger Park, Physical Edu¬
cation Trainer at Bates.
“Most injuries we see are stress
related (traumatic). Many others
result from overuse syndrome.
Either way it means about one or
two people are put on crutches every
week.” Park stated.
The chances are approximately 1
in 10 that a person will have an
injury requiring crutches during
their time at Bates. Most of these
injuries will be short-lived, but the
high number of injuries makes the

dan, ’86. Zordan has been on
crutches the past seven weeks with a
knee injury.
“The campus is on a hill,” Zordan
stated, “however it only becomes
apparent to one when on crutches,”
she added.
Assistant Professor of Physics,
Gene Clough commented, “I think
an accessible campus would make it
easy to roll from one part to
another.” Clough believes that an
accessible campus facilitates move¬
ment of equipment, as well as wheel
chair access. Clough has been con¬
cerned with mobility problems at
Bates for several years. .
Albeit little can be done to rear¬
range the campus, Bates tries to help
students with mobility problems by
other measures.
“We’ve had people stay here [in
the Health Center] if they’re having
trouble walking around,” said Tis¬
dale. “Sometimes, we must move

problems of the handicapped impos¬
sible to ignore.
The difficulties faced by the physi¬
cally impaired are easy to overlook,
since most of the disabilities here are
temporary. However for those peo¬
ple on crutches weeks—or even
months—the handicaps are many.
For some, metal crutches are a
possibility. For others, a cane is an
alternative. Even these measures
cannot solve the most apparent
problem: mobility around campus.
“This campus is not equipped to
deal with the handicapped. The win¬
ter weather poses certain obvious
limitations to people living in
Maine. This would limit Bates from
dealing with the severely handi¬
capped, particularly. The college
and myself share a concern about
this,” said Chris Tisdale, health ser¬
vices director.
“Its dangerous on wet leaves, ice
and snow,” commented Tracy Zor-

people to a more accessible dorm.
There are various measures that can
be used as the student learns to
adjust.”
Zo.dan feels Bates has been help¬
ful with her injury.
“I know there are many problems
getting around on crutches at Bates,
but Bates has been very accomodat¬
ing to me,” she commented.
Zordan, who had two classes on
the fourth floor of Hathorn, found
the Bates administration and faculty
most willing to relocate the classes to
more accessible places.
“This could not have been done at
a large university," she pointed out.
“Occasionally when I’m having a
great deal of trouble walking, Secu¬
rity will drive me to college
facilities.”
While the Bates administration,
faculty, and staff are helpful in mit¬
igating students’ mobility problems,
(Continued on Page 15)

Peace Rally Attracts 75 People
by Joseph King

Student Correspondent
A peace rally protesting the invas¬
ion of Grenada and the “gun-boat”
diplomacy of the Reagan adminstration was held on Nov. 4 in Chase
Lounge. The purpose of the event
was to promote a better understand¬
ing of pertinent issues regarding US
foreign policy.
Bob Moyer, associate professor
of psychology, stated that US
involvement in Grenada violated the
charters of both the OAS and
United Nations. Moyer argued that
the invasion lacked legal justifica¬
tion and he condemned the action.
Sandra Gonsalves, a native of

Jamaica and instructor in the psy¬
chology department said, “We in the
Carribean feel the United States
should get the hell out.”
Steve Hochstadt, an assistant pro¬
fessor of history, commented that
“Socialism is not a direct threat to
the Third World. There is no neces¬
sary connection between socialism
in the Carribean and the Soviet
Union.”
Hochstadt criticized the United
States government stating, “If the
US was friendly instead of being
unfriendly, these countries would
not turn elsewhere for arms.”
Assistant Professor of physics
Eric Wollman noted in his speech

that “War may sometimes be justifi¬
able, however, the cost of warfare, in
terms of human value, is tre¬
mendous.”
Chaplain Richard Crocker stated
in his concluding address, “We have
in our national conscience a desire to
be rescuers." Crocker felt that this
sentiment allows the US govern¬
ment to justify foreign intervention
to the American public.
At the conclusion of the rally, par¬
ticipants were asked to sign a peti¬
tion denouncing the foreign policy
of the Reagan administration. These
petitions were presented to the offi¬
ces of Senators Mitchell and Cohen
in Lewiston.

m

Students and faculty in attendance at the Peace Rally. Photo by Taylor.

Didisheim Warns Against Space Weapons
by Elizabeth Smith

Student Correspondent
On Wednesday evening, Nov. 9th,
Pete Didisheim, a member of the
Union of Concerned Scientists
(UCS), spoke on what he considers
will be “the major arms control issue
of the next decade,” that of weapons
in space.
The presentation was jointly
sponsored by the Politics Club and
the Colloquium on Nuclear Wea¬
pons and Arms Control. A short
slide presentation on satellites, anti■tellite weapons and space-based
^ballistic missile systems was fol¬

lowed by open discussion on the
subject of space weaponry.
Didisheim said that the main pur¬
pose of his presentations was to
“bring issues onto campuses” and
make students aware of this “new
aspect of the arms race.” He’s been
working for the UCS for eight
months, and during this “week of
education” he has made presenta¬
tions at Connecticut College,Villanova University, Bates, and Williams.
His work has concentrated on devel¬
oping a document to ban anti¬
satellite weapons (ASATs) and will
now shift to a document concerning
the halt of work on anti-ballistic mis¬

sile systems (ABMs).
Didisheim explained that ASATs
(weapons capable of destroying
satellites) and ABMs (weapons cap¬
able of destroying launched inter¬
continental ballistic missiles) are
“dangerous and destabilizing.” Cur¬
rently the United States has the
ASAT capability, but the possibility
of the development of laseroperated ABM system would
require a “miraculous scientific

Nuclear Coloquium
breakthrough.” The idea of being
able to protect a country by use of an
ABM system is, in Didisheim’s opin¬

[

ion, a “highly futuristic plan.”
He further explained that the US
intention to develop space weaponry
would yield a reaction of the Soviet
Union of countermeasures consist¬
ing of a massive offensive build-up
and development of their own space
weapons. This seemingly defensive
system (ABM) would in no way aid
the present arms race situation, but
only aggravate it by causing a new
arms race over “defensive” space
weaponry. Aside from increasing
the threat of nuclear war, Didisheim
also stated that “billions of dollars”
would be spent on the development
of such weapons by the United
States and the Soviet Union.

Didisheim expressed that the
USC is concerned with “prevent(ing) the deployment of such wea¬
pons.” When asked how he would
go about achieving arms control, he
said that Reagan and Andropov
must sit down with each other and
discuss the situation. He said the two
nations are “far too paranoid of each
other” and must learn to “co-exist in
some fashion.”

Student
Ads Work
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Loyalty and Enthusiasm Help Football Through Season
by Elissa Bass
Special to the Student
Before their 33-15 win over the
Bowdoin Polar Bears the Bates Bob¬
cat football team faced the prospect
of a winless season for the first time
in 13 years. Not since that 0-8 season
of 1971 under then head coach Bob
Hatch had the Bobcats had that
hard a time putting a win on the
scoreboard, and it took the effort of
Head Coach Web Harrison and the
loyalty and enthusiasm of a dedi¬
cated team, to turn this year around.
Harrison and some of his key
players discussed the season before
the Bowdoin win, and their tone and
attitude suggested anything but a
losing team.
“It’s a very difficult season to des¬
cribe,” Harrison said. “Any excuses
we might offer become excuses for
losing. We haven’t been as proficient
technically and tactically as we need
to be in the game situation. When
you have the opportunities and
don’t take advantage of them, you
can’t attribute that to luck. We don’t
need to look for excuses,” he added,
“we need to look for a way to
become more proficient.”
While Harrison may not want to
figure luck into the picture, before
the victory over Bowdoin the Bob¬
cats had had more than their share
of injuries, fumbles, bad bounces,
and penalties. Injuries seemed to
head the list.
The season opened with the home
game against Amherst, and Harri¬
son felt optimistic about his team.
“We went into Amherst a reason¬
ably healthy football team,” he said.
“Amherst was very important to us,
because a year ago they were the best
on our schedule, and we were return¬
ing strong.”
Harrison felt his team had a good
chance to win the game, because the

Bobcats showed “a lot of character,
poise, and the ability to move the
ball. (Jeff) McLucas played great for
his first start (as Quarterback),
Mark Livsey had 10 catches, and
Charlie Richardson had more than
100 yards.”
The defense played well, he
added, despite the fact that they gave
up 30 points to the Lord Jeffs. Harri¬
son termed the team attitude after
the game “very good” but Charlie
Richardson was out with a bruised
kidney, Mark Livsey with an ankle
injury and punter/starting strong
safety Steve Brackett with a
shoulder injury.
A lot of factors added up to the
loss to Middlebury, the second stop
on the Bates schedule, with switch¬
ing players around, and the lack of
actual game experience on the part
of the freshmen players ccfUnting
high. Harrison said that “over 200
yards of our offense was sitting on
the bench against Middlebury” with
the loss of Livsey and Richardson. It
was during the Middlebury game
that John Boyle and Rich Liburdi
were lost to injuries, also.
The Bobcats travelled next to
Hamilton, with Richardson and
Livsey back in the game, although
Livsey was, and still is, playing
injured. Bates was leading that game
throughout the first half, but in Har¬
rison’s words, “the whole world sort
of fell apart on us in the second half.”
He attributed much of the problem
to a lack of experience.
It was during the Wesleyan game
that starting quarterback Jeff
McLucas fractured his finger in the
third quarter and was replaced by
junior Ron Garrison. Harrison said
that “the effect is cumulative. You
start to lose offensive continuity.
You don’t have players who play
together all the time and know each

Outside linebacker Dave Hild, the only senior on the starting defensive
line. Photo by Miller.

other and feel good about what the
others will do.,”
Harrison was pleased with Garri¬
son’s performance on the field, and
thinks he’s going to be an excep¬
tional player. “He needed some
game experience,” Harrison com¬
mented, “and now he’s got some.”
With a new quarterback and the
return of John Boyle, the Bobcats
were “up” for the WPI homecoming
game. Harrison recalls the game as
close, against a very good football
team. It was while he talked about
this game that he tried to understand
his season so far.
“As I look at the season the team
has been ready to play,” he says.
“We have a great stage of morale,
and they never just go through the
motions. The team is fighting as
hard as they can to do as well as they
can.” Harrison went on to say that it
is important during a season with a
less than hopeful record to keep the
team together and morale high. And
he says that, if nothing else, his team
is together.
“As the season has disintegrated
and not been what our hopes or
expectations were, the thing we can’t
do is let the team disintegrate on us.”
Harrison says that his team has not
fallen apart mostly because of the
type of person who plays football at
Bates.
“They’re super,” he said. “They’re
kids who will hang together and who
will guard against the acceptance of
playing poorly.”
Bates lost four more players
before and during the Colby game,
and three freshmen started on the
offensive line. Harrrison said the
problem in that game was the inabil¬
ity to move the ball offensively, plus
several inopportune calls against the
Bobcats.
Harrison summed up his season
after the Colby game by stating that
“offensively we’re still trying to find
ourselves. We’ve not been able to do
the kinds of things we’ve done in the
past few years, due to injuries, lack
of experience, a lot of things. We’re
not trying to change everything,
we’re just trying to get back to the
balance of successful running and
passing that enables you to control
the ball.
“Defensively,” he went on, “our
problem has been the ‘big play,’
which we have been susceptible to.
For example, against Wesleyan, a
play on third and short, which
should have gained only a few yards,
turned into a 78-yard touchdown
run. And I’m sure if you look there
are other examples in other games.”
Harrison’s aim for his last two
games was to put a win or two on the
record, and keep his team together.
“You have to deal with the situation
as it exists,” he said, “and do the best
you can given those circumstances.
That’s what we’re looking for going
into the last two games. To be the
best that we can be.”
Harrison’s players were right
behind him all the way, and despite
their season, (hey went into each
game as enthusiastic and hopeful as
the first. Charlie Richardson, Bates’s
star halfback, is only 200 yards short
of the Bates record for career rush¬
ing. Yet the record is now secondary
in Richardson’s mind.
“At the beginning I wanted the

Bates college football coach Web Harrison. Photo by Miller.
record,” he said. “Ever since the
third game I’ve just wanted to win.”
Richardson started the season
thinking this was the best team in his
four year career, because they had a
great attitude and a lot of talent.
Now, however, he talks philosophi¬
cally about the season.
“Murphy’s Law applies to Bates
College football for 1983,” he says.
“We find ways to lose, while in my
other three years we found ways to
win. It’s been very frustrating for the
offense because it seems like we get a
good drive going and then some¬
thing happens - fumbles, stuff like
that - but we are always so close.”
Richardson’s biggest point was
that the team hasn’t lost its
enthusiasm.
“After losing four games a team
usually gets lackluster and hates to
practice. Yet everyone still looks for¬
ward to going out there.” Richard¬
son feels that his attitude hasn’t
changed either, because it is his last
chance to play. “I take every game
seriously,” he said.
Captain Dan Miller is disap¬
pointed in the season also, but he is
not disappointed in his team. He
speaks of the positive attitude of the
players also. “Even though we’ve
been losing games,” he said, “every¬
body’s really sticking together,and
this is the closest team I’ve been on in
four years.”
Miller tries to lead the team by his
actions, and not show disappoint¬
ment at each loss. He feels that los¬
ing isn’t all bad because “it teaches us
how to deal with adversity. Things
won’t always go your way later on,
and everything isn’t handed to you.”
Miller doesn’t try to make excuses
for the season, instead he says “I
always feel that we have better ath¬
letes than the other team, the breaks
don’t go our way.”

Outside linebacker Dave Hild, the
only senior on the starting defensive
line, thinks Bates has a “pretty good”
team, even though the record
doesn’t show it. “It’s pretty disap¬
pointing,” said Hild, “but we’ve been
in every game. Everyone is playing
as hard as they can, we just have
little breakdowns.”
Hild feels that the defense has had
a pretty good year, although “not
good enough to win." While the
team is beginning to feel the effects
of a winless season, in his opinion
they are still playing well and feeling
enthusiastic. “No one wants to give
up,” he said. “No one cares how we
finish anymore. We just want to
prove something to ourselves. The
season could have been miserable,
but it’s more bearable because eve¬
rybody’s hung together.”
Junior defensive end Mike Jeresaty echoes the sentiments of his
teammates. “We’ve been in a posi¬
tion to win a lot of games. When
we’ve had to have the big play, we
haven’t,” he said.
Jeresaty feels that the defense this
year has had the most pride of any
squad. “Our backs have been against
the wall all year, and yet we’ve been
continually stopping the opponent.
Obviously they are going to score,
though.”
Jeresaty added that “you can’t
blame anybody in football, it’s such
a game of inches. The ball just hasn’t
bounced right for us. But the team
has never gone into a game with a
defeatist atitude - we have too much
pride.”
The leader of the offense, Ron
Garrison, has had a tough year.
Coming into the game halfway
through the season, without the ben¬
efit of a lot of college experience,
(Continued on Page 6)
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It’s Time for the Basketball Court in the Cage
It’s great to be a senior. But, as I
look back at the past three years, I
have one major regret. If I could
rewind my life to the year 1980, I’d
be a freshman rebel demanding
Lane Hall to install a basketball
court in the Cage.

Why no court in the Cage? Basket¬
ball never hurt anybody.
At first, I was told that the Cage
was sans hoops because of an unsafe

even if the court plus installation
costs the college $15,000, that’s a
mere $10 per student. Hide the ten
bucks on the end of the tuition bill

pus would make life easier for many
people. Once intercollegiate basket¬
ball begins, it’s cut-throat for court
time. It’s virtually impossible for an

I wouldn’t rebel by piercing an ear
and playing ultimate. Nor would I
don a headband and fast for world

Dave
on Sports
by David Kret

•

hunger. I’d just be mad in a normal
sort of way.
Why does prestigious Division III
Bates College (as in $11,500 worth of
prestige) have a Divison IX basket¬
ball facility? I’m not suggesting that
the Ladd Library and Coram com¬
puter center should be burned to the
ground so all student-athletes can
gather in the Cage and Alumni Gym
to play pick-up ball. Noram I lobby¬
ing for the Bates basketball program
to jump to the Division I level with
the addition of a court in the Cage.
All I want to know is the facts.

roof. Well, now the roof has been
repaired. So where’s the portable
court?
A lack of funds to install a court
seems to be a strong excuse. But

under ‘miscellaneous’. Who’s going
to send their kid to Colby, not Bates,
because they’ll spend $11,500 but
not $11,510?
Another basketball court on cam¬

everyday basketball hacker to get
court time to shoot a game of H-OR-S-E with a buddy.
For one week, basketball overlaps
with intercollegiate volleyball. So

when classes get out at 4:00, volley¬
ball practices in the Gym from 4-6.
The women’s basketball team takes
the court from 6-8, and the men’s
team leaves the court at about 10:30.
This schedule leaves the H-O-RS-E hackers roughly one half hour
to get in a game. If these two guys
are real bad, it takes upwards of a
half hour for one of them to hit a
shot, let alone squeeze in a game of
H-O-R-S-E.
When intramural hoop starts, the
intramural games can’t begin until
9:00 p.m. because of men’s and
women’s practice. Consequently,
with three intramural leagues and
nearly 200 players, teams are lucky if
they play once a week, let alone,
twice.
In other words, the Gym is being
overused and the Cage, underused.
If not fey a few lacrosse and baseball
practices, limited enrollment lines
and ice cream smorgasbords, the
Cage would die of old age.
How many people knew that the
Cage is known in formal talk as the
Clifton Daggett Gray Field House?
In informal circles it is referred to as
The Wasted Pile of Dirt. Let’s go,
freshman basketball nuts. Get on the
ball.

Women’s Vofleyball Takes
Fourth in Tournament
by Lisa Riley
Student Correspondent
On Saturday, Nov. 5, the Bates’
women’s volleyball team ended its
season at the MAIAW tournaments.
The young Bobcat squad recogni¬
tion as freshman player Emily
Gabler qualified for the all-state
team, and freshman Debbie Smith
earned the honor of being the first
player chosen for the all-tournament
team.
The team was able to outvie the
University of Maine at Farmington
(UMF) in three games, but fatigue
interfered with play when the
University of New England (UNE)
edged Bates. After splitting the first
two games, the Bobcats lost the third

when they served out of rotation at a
11-4 score. They lost three points
and UNE took advanage of the error
as they won 15-11.
With a lack of enthusiasm the
team lost the next two out of three
games to UMPI. The novice team
with five freshman did place a
respectable fourth out of eight
teams, behind University of New
England, University of Maine at
Orono, and UMPI.
Freshman player Lb. McSweeney
commented that there was “really a
good team effort” and hopefully
after some experience next year’s
team will benefit more from group
strength and moral durability.

Women’s Rugby Loses to
Colby and Bowdoin
by Christina Rustigian
Staff Reporter
Football in action against Colby. Photo by Fortescue.

Football Plagued by Bad Bounces
(Continued from Page 5)
Garrison has tried his best to lead his
team to victory. Harrison has a great
deal of confidence in his quarter¬
back, and Garrison reciprocates the
respect.
“Web is the smartest football guy
I know. I respect his knowledge,”
Garrison said. “If you lose a game
everyone questions the play calling.
If you win everyone says that was a
great-called game. I’m not here to
question, I’m just here to play.”
Garrison feels that the defense
plays well, but if the offense doesn’t
succeed then they begin to think they
are fighting a losing cause. But he is
quick to add that the games haven’t
been a rout, by any means. “T ouchdowns are going to happen,” he said.
You can’t control physical things
either. You start off with 11 people
you think are going to do the job then you lose the best running back
in Division 3 and that does

something.
“Then you lose John Boyle, who
has the potential to be as good as
Charlie. They get hurt and you’re
left with freshmen and sophomores,
who are good but they’re not Charlie
and Boyle.”
For the Bowdoin game the Bob¬
cats were back to nearly one
hundred percent health, and it made
a big difference in the team’s per¬
formance. Harrison attributes to
win to a “combination of things.
Bowdoin is not the strongest team
we’ve faced this year. They’re not
bad—physical ly it was a good match,
which helped.”
The offensive continuity that
injuries had denied the Bobcats all
season long was starting to show,
Harrison said, with Boyle back in
“preseason form.” Everything was
back on the track for the Bobcats for
the Bowdoin game, and Harrison
speaks proudly of his team.

“It all came together better,” he
said. “We made some breaks for
ourselves, caused some fumbles,
made some interceptions.” There
were seven turnovers in Bates’ favor,
and Harrison says that having the
ball “seven more times, or seven ear¬
lier times” certainly didn’t hurt.
It has been a long season for the
Bates football team, and one that
hasn’t been easy. But they endured,
and they worked hard, and near the
end it all paid off. Harrison feels
confident about the season’s finale
against Tufts as he has felt about
each team the Bobcats has faced.
What is obvious from this season is
the feeling of community and loyalty
on the part of the team and the
coaches. The team was proud of
who they were during their losses,
and they defeated the prospect of a
losing season. Mike Jeresaty is con¬
fident that this will always be the
way of the Bobcats, because, “the
future is bright for Bates football.”

The Bates women’s rugby team
ended their fall season with an over¬
all record of 2-3-1, but this record
does not reflect the talent that the
team possessed. In their first year as
a club, women’s rugby proved that
they will be a contender in the
future.
Closing out the year, the rugby
team beat Bowdoin by a score of
16-3, but then they lost the final two
games of the season to Colby, 8-0,
and to Bowdoin, 22-6, at the Colby
tournament on Parent’s Weekend.
Although the season was not a
winning one according to the per¬
centages, the team achieved per¬
sonal success. Commenting on the
season as a whole, coach/player
Carol Urmson remarked, “It was a
really successful season, not because
we won games and not because we
traveled, but because we were organ¬
ized, and we established ourselves as

a club. We went from a handful of
women in the spring to a full squad
and a half. The games we won were
just an added bonus.”
Sharing Urmson’s enthusiasm for
the team was club president/player
Patti Monte. She felt that there was
a real commitment to the team on
the part of all the players. “We have
incredible athletes on the team. The
women were willing to work hard
both on and off the field to make the
club a strong unit,” stated Monte.
All the players are looking for¬
ward to the spring rugby season.
“Because of this season’s perform¬
ance, we are now recognized, both
by our fans at Bates and by our
opponents, as a team that is a con¬
tender,” commented scrum-hooker
Anne Robertson.
Next season will prove whether or
not the team can sustain their
momentum that was established this
fall. Many veterans will be return¬
ing, but the club always welcomes
new members.
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Richardson Sets Record

Football Defeats Bowdoin,Breaks 10 Game Winless Streak

by Rich Walters
Staff Reporter
Senior tailback Charlie Richard¬
son rushed for 147 yards on 37 car¬
ries and scored two touchdowns,
leading the Bobcats to a decisive 3315 victory over the Bowdoin Polar
Bears last Saturday afternoon at
rain-soaked Whittier Field in
Brunswick.
Richardson’s 37 carries set a new
Bates single-game record. The old
mark of 36 was set by Tom Carr in
1965.
The win snapped a 10 game P obcat winless streak that stretched
back to last season.
One would have predicted a lowscoring contest due to the rain, gusty
winds, and low temperatures, but
the ‘Cats were not to be denied
reaching the Polar Bear end zone.
Junior defensive end Mike Jeresaty recovered a fumble at the Bow¬
doin 25 on the Bears first possession
of the game to set up the first Bobcat
score. Quarterback Ron Garrison

guided the offense to paydirt on a
somwhat prolonged nine play drive,
featuring short runs by Richardson.
Garrison finally took it in himself
from the one to put the visitors up
6-0. Freshman Matt Madden added
the PAT.
The teams traded punts but Bow¬
doin knotted the score on their next
possession as senior speedster Bruce
MacGregor took a third down handoff from QB Rich Fennell, found a
seam in the Bates defense, and
romped 76 yards for the TD. Mike
Siegal’s extra point tied the game at
7. But that was all the offense Bow¬
doin could muster until the fourth
quarter.
On the ensuing kickoff, junior
standout Pete Mrowka broke free
for a 45 yard return, putting the ball
in Bowdoin territory once again at
the 40. Garrison marched the team
downfield on another scoring drive,
completing a key shuffle pass to
Richardson along the way. Sopho¬
more fullback John Boyle picked up

nine yards on one play to give the
Cats a first down inside the Polar
Bear 10. Richardson finally punched
it in from the 3 to move Bates into
the lead. Madden then added his sec¬
ond extra point of the day to put the
score at 14-7.
Bates moved out to a 20-7 lead on
another Richardson touchdown set
up by a Steve Mrowka interception.
Captain Dan Miller was vital in this
drive, catching two passes in traffic
and helping move the Bobcats into
scoring range. Miller finished the
day with five catches for 99 yards.
Madden squibbed the extra point
try and the score stood at 20-7.
Bates had another chance to score
before the half ended, due to a Dave
Hild fumble recovery deep in Bow¬
doin territory, but the Bobcats
fumbled the ball back after moving
inside the 5.
The second half was nearly all
Bates as they continued to exploit a
porous Bowdoin defense. Matt
Madden added two field goals of 27

and 37 yards, sandwiched around a
19 yard TD pass from Garrison to
Pete Mrowka. Mrowka finished the
day with 24 yards on two catches
while Garrison finished an impres¬
sive 13 for 18 for 168 yards and only
one interception in spite of the
weather.
Bowdoin’s substitute QB Joe
Kelly added a meaningless touch¬
down pass and two point conversion
to tight end Tom Glaster midway
though the fourth quarter, but the
issue had already been decided.
All in all, Bates dominated Bow¬
doin in nearly every phase of the
game. A potent offense accounted
for 33 points, Steve Brackett punted
for over a 35 yard average, the spe¬
cial teams excelled, and most impor¬
tantly, the defense was amazing,
save for the one lapse in the first
period.
In addition to Jeresaty and Hild,
freshman Chris Jackson and sopho¬
more Bill Dunn added fumble recov¬

eries to give the Bobcats good field
position. Freshman defensive back
John DiBiasi killed a Bowdoin rally
with a key interception, while backfield mate Steve Mrowka picked off
two Polar Bear passes.
Linebacker Rico Corsetti and def¬
ensive tackle Bill Crowley played
their usual outstanding, intimidat¬
ing games striking fear into the
hearts of the Bowdoin backfield. In
addition, Crowley and junior linemates Andy McGillicudy and Scott
Freeman recorded one quarterback
sack each.
The season finale takes place
tomorrow at Garcelon Field. The
Bobcats will be trying to send the
Jumbos home with their first losing
season since former Bates coach and
nemesis Vic Gatto has been coach¬
ing there. Tufts is currently 3-3-1 and
defeated Colby last week 19-15.
Game time is 1:00 and will be broad¬
cast live on WRBC.

First Winning Season
for Men’s Rugby
by Eric Hamilton
Student Correspondent
The men’s rugby team recently
finished its first winning season at
Bates. In addition, they had the larg¬
est turnout ever, more than doubled
from last year.
The club is divided into two
teams, A and B. They both exempli¬
fied the growing determination to
win by compiling records of 4-2-1
and 5-2, respectively. They each
played with such vigor that teams
once labeled unbeatable fell prey to
the ruggers.
As a result they are now being
considered worthy opponents by
teams who previously felt Bates was
noncompetitive. Teams such as
Yale, Tufts, and Holy Cross now see
Bates as a serious opponent on the
field.
The season included matches
against Colby, Bowdoin, Tufts,
Maine Maritime, and Holy Cross.

Tufts, which had always considered
Bates out of its league was soundly
defeated by the Bobcats. Bowdoin,
who Bates had only beaten once pre¬
viously was easily handed two
defeats and a tie from the ruggers.
In tournament action at Colby,
after losing a close one to Holy
Cross, the ruggers tied Bowdoin.
They managed to tie for second
while Holy Cross won the trophy.
This past weekend they com¬
pleted their season with a final
match at Colby. The weather was a
definite factor covering the field with
water slowing the ruggers attack. As
a result the White Mules emerged
victors.
Despite this low note at the end of
the season, the ruggers look forward
to a successful Spring season. They
expect to get some additional talent MENS RUGBY takes care of another foe. Photo by Miller.
from the soccer team while losing
other players to lacrosse.

Why a Triathalon?

An NBA Championship in the Future?

The Celtics Could Go AU the Way
by Tom Whalen
Student Correspondent
The old advertising refrain “No
more games” would seem to apply in
this instance. After a long, albeit
eventful off-season brought on by a
premature exit from the play-offs
courtesy of the Milwaukee Bucks,
the retooled Boston Celtics have
returned to the basketball scene
under the auspices of a new owner¬

ship and coach in the unlimitable
confines of the Boston Garden with
a vengeance.
With the memories of the Mil¬
waukee sweep in the semi-finals the
tirades of ex-coach Bill Fitch which
succeeded in alienating the entire
club, and the negative fan response
to their apparent sloppy, lethargic,
and indifferent style of play, the guys
in those funny green sneakers have
been thumping their chests of late,

■
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The Mens Rugby team in action, celebrating its first winning season.
Photo by Miller.

expounding Celtic Pride and
brashly declaring that the attain¬
ment of a fifteenth championship
banner is in the offing. Surprisingly
enough, they may just be right.
During the interim between the
end of the play-offs last spring and
the start of the exhibition season this
fall, the Celtics have busily engaged
in a number of wheeling-dealing
endeavors whose end results have
appeared to have greatly improved
the team as a whole.
The first of the moves and one of
the most significant was the acquisi¬
tion of NBA all-star guard Dennis
Johnson from the Suns in exchange
for back-up center and resident
brick-layer Rick Robey. With John¬
son, the Green finally have that topquality guard that, although he can
also to his credit, shoot and score
well, can handle the tough defensive
assignments that the Celts will face
when they go against the Sixers with
Toney and the Bucks with Moncrief.
Moreover, he can give the needed
guidance, stability and direction to
the backcourt of Quinn Buckner,
(Continued on Page 8)

Hail and ice for Parent’s Week¬
end. Then the sky’s outpouring of
tears last Saturday sent Noah scur¬
rying back to his ark before he com¬
pleted all 30 laps of the Triathalon.
Prof. Lew Turlish introduces
Moby Dick with IshmaePs November
lamentations. Ishmael went whaling
to answer some questions. I’ve tried
to figure out why triatholoners do
what they do. They must be
obsessed with the same type of ques¬
tions that plagued Ishmael. Who am
I? Do they hope to find the white
whale in the pool?

last Saturday morning, listening to
the pitter-patter of the rain. No one
could be running, biking, and swim¬
ming on such a miserable day. Well,
maybe swimming.
Could I push myself past the wall?
Could my mind overcome my
body’s limitations? The questions
themselves fatigued me. There must
be something else to do on a misera¬
ble Maine morning in November.

Sportstalk

The rain postponed all the ques¬
tions the participants posed for
themselves last Saturday. Runners
Skepticism is easy to come by.
speak of the high they achieve, the You confront it on street corners
catharsis that allows them to endure everywhere these days. Suddenly it
the pain. But the only satisfaction dawned on me. The triathalon con¬
the running triathaloner gets is water fronted the question why and over¬
and a waiting bike.
come all the cynicism. The runner
I’ve always been one to ask ques¬ says he can’t go any farther, but he
tions. Most children go through a does. The biker gets lower on the
stage in which no explanations suf¬ bike and churns his legs even harder.
fice. Why does Johnny get better The swimmer finishes and is over¬
grades than me? Why do I have to whelmed by the feeling of being an
eat my lima beans? There has to be a Iron Man. They have done it. They
reasonable explanation for rr.ost have answered all the questions and
everything. But a triathalon—just pushed their mind and body to the
can’t figure why anyone would do it. limit.
I guess there isn’t a reason for
everything.
I pulled the covers over my head
I pondered the event lying in bed and went back to sleep.

with Phil Olsen
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Mike Jeresaty: Athelete, Scholar and Student Leader
by Michael Meehan

Student Correspendent
Has anyone ever said anything
bad about Mike Jeresaty?
He is a man, who seems to have
found a balance between his day to
day activities, his academics, and all
the other college pressures, enough
always to wear a smile.
As a junior, Jeresaty is involved in
several campus activities. Some of
us know him as the man with the
newspapers at lunch, while others
know him as a defensive end on the
football team. The 160 students in
Wentworth Adams know him as
their resident coordinator (RC),
while the lucky call him friend.
A model Bates student, excelling
in many areas, Jeresaty is one of the

few juniors selected to be an RC.
“Being an RC is a great experi¬
ence,” assessed Jeresaty. “You’re
close with the deans and you have
input in the decisions that affect the
college. Dealing with many diverse
types of people is also great.
“Although there are a few prob¬
lems in the dorm, the benefits greatly
outweigh any of it.
Jeresaty, along with Scott Free¬
man, the other RC in Adams, have
tried to get Adams more socially
involved in campus activities. Jeres¬
aty commented, “Adams usually has
a bad name. We’ve tried to make it a
better place to live, doing things like
a party for the parents on parents’
week-end. We’ve also attempted to
do new things on campus, like the

Basketball
(Continued from Page 7)
Danny Ainge and Gerald Hender¬
son that was long on promise but
short on performance last year.
Second, there was the appoint¬
ment of K.C. Jones. Jones has been
with this team the last four years in
the capacity of assistant coach and
therefore knows its personnel's
capabilities and weaknesses. He will
stress a pressure defense that was a
successful trademark of the old Cel¬
tics teams he played for in the sixties
and the Bullets in the mid-seventies,
which he head-coached. In addition,
his low-keyed style of coaching will
be a welcomed sight to this veteran
team in the wake of the tumultuous
eruptions of Bill Fitch that des¬
troyed any sense of team unity.
Third, with the signing of roundball nonperil Larry Bird to an esti¬
mated fifteen-million dollar pact

along with the lucrative contract
awarded to forward-center Kevin
Mcl^ale and the extension granted
to pivotman Robert Parish’s socalled binding agreement, there
appears to be, for the time being, a
harmonious, conducively winning
situation which is a far cry from last
season’s salary demands and freeagency threats that further under¬
mined the squad’s cohesiveness.
Instead, with happy Bird in hand
coupled with a contented “Twin
Towers,” the Celts can presumably
post the number of victories that
would warrant the big-money sign¬
ings of this “Terrific Trio.”
In short, due to these develop¬
ments the Celtics appear to have all
the necessary elements to make a
sustained bid for. the NBA title,
hopefully at the expense of the Six¬
ers, Bucks, Lakers, and those guys
from St. Petersburg.

Halloween party in Alumni gym.
“I like being an RC.l know Bates
pretty well, and I try to help the
freshmen, as much as I can. I would
love to be an RC again.”
Being a leader in Adams is just
one area. On the football field, Jeres¬
aty along with several other juniors
on the defense play a major leader¬
ship role. With only one senior on
defense, Dave Hild, more juniors
have been looked to for leadership.
Some of those juniors are Rico
Corsetti, Bill Crowley, and Jeresaty’s three year roommate Steve
Brackett.
“I hate to see Dave (Hild) leave,”
said Jeresaty. I played football for
six years with him, three years at
Bates and three years in high school
at Kingswood-Oxford.
“All the juniors are really close.
We are a close unit and are all good
friends. We really play for each
other and have a lot of pride and
character.
“The loss of guys like Charlie
Richardson, Dan Miller, Don
McDonough, and Dan Botch, all
four year lettermen, will hurt. But
things look promising for next sea¬
son, especially with the emergence of
Ron Garrison at quarterback, the
second half of this season,” said
Jeresaty.
A solid B-student, Jeresaty is a
history major, hoping to go to law
school after he graduates.

Football is very time consuming,
so I have to budget my time a lot
better. Being an RC, I try to be in the
dorm a little bit more. The most
important thing is to be there in the
dorm.
“I enjoy the history professors a
lot, especially Professors Muller and
Hochstadt. They have given me the

Wilson Speaks on
Blacks in Government
by Charles Prast
Student Correspondent
Last Thursday, Timothy P. Wil¬
son spoke to a group of 14 students
and Dean Reese on “Blacks in Gov¬
ernment” as part of an Afro-Am
organized event. During his presen¬
tation, Wilson drew from his past
experiences as Maine’s only black
administrator, and as a ten year vet¬
eran of Maine state government.
Wilson’s many achievements
include being the first black in civil
defense and head of civil defense in
Maine, Governor’s alternative to the
regional commission 1975, director
of the bureau of emergency pre¬
paredness, energy coordinator,
Peace Corps member in Thailand,
and most recently the associate com¬
missioner of the department of Men¬
tal Health.
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Go team, go!
and then
come to Sam’s.
It’s been a long-time area tradition to come to Sam’s
and take out Italian sandwiches after the games.
Sam’s didn’t invent the Italian sandwich, but they did
perfect it; freshly baked roll, diced, sliced and ever so
nice vegetables, pickles, meat and cheese.
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FAMOUS

WHO HAS
THE MOHEY?

Come to one of Sam’s three locations after the game.
Take out ah Italian and pick up a Free bumper strip.
Or call our Main Street number and we’ll deliver
sandwiches or pizza anyplace on campus for an
extra $2.00.

SAM’S

thrust to work in history. The
department is a strong one.”
When all is said and done Jeresaty
will remember the people at Bates.
“The people that I’ve met are the
cream of the crop. Most important
are the people you meet at Bates;
that’s the best thing,” concluded
Jeresaty.

Although Wilson dismissed many
of these honors as formalities and
political steps, it was obvious
throughout his speech that they were
far from just that. Wilson’s past
experiences brought him into con¬
tact with many state governors,
including former governors Carter
and Reagan. Wilson also used his
observations in lieu of statistics as a
basis for his argument about the cur¬
rent position of blacks in government.
In one instance Wilson recalled
being at a governor's convention in
the early 70’s and seeing “three
blacks on governors’ staffs for 50
states”. According to Wilson, this
was his first “rude awakening^ as to
the position of blacks in government
Although Wilson conceded that
“(blacks) should take pride in how
far they have gone,” he was quick to
point out that “(blacks) had not
come far enough.”
Wilson also criticized the statistics
that show a rise in Federal black
employment. According to Wilson
“it’s where you hire (blacks)”. Clari¬
fying, he stated that he would rather
see one black in a high policy posi¬
tion, or five more black lawyers,
than 35 new black farm agents.
Wilson complimented southern
states on their “development (in hir¬
ing blacks).” However, he defined
this as a direct result of the “number
of blacks who vote” in southern
elections.
According to Wilson, “many
changes have happened in the pri¬
vate sector, but not in the govern¬
ment”. Wilson stated that he had
rarely seen blacks involved in fiscal
control or policy, another reason for
the low number of blacks being
hired for management positions.
In both his opening and closing
remarks Wilson was indirectly criti¬
cal of the Reagan administration.
Although he dodged direct attacks
on Reagan, he called “Blacks in
Government” a “good topic because
of the present administration and
some of its attitudes.”
Wilson pushed aside apologies by
Afro-Am Asst. Public Relations ~
Director Darrell Williams about the
size of the audience, saying that he
was “not disturbed.”
In a later interview, Darrell Willi¬
ams said that “Blacks in Govern¬
ment” was “an important issue” and
“a pilot for future presentations.”

■

ITALIAN SANDWICH SHOPPES

Whoever has a Passkey 24-Hour Banking Card. Available free at
any Depositors or Canal office, with any checking, account.
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229 Center St., Auburn 786-3333

Member FDIC

"On
Nov. 17th,
adopt
a friend
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smokes."
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Arts & Entertainment
That’s Entertainment: Lights and Sound and Fury
Constellation II: Not Worth the Money,' But “RivaF Was
John Marsden
Senior Reporter
Fridays are generally not exciting
in the social metropolis of Bates Col¬
lege, but last Friday found Bates stu¬
dents with many choices, not to
mention work that needed to be
done. Among the choices you ask?
There was “Constellation II”, the
quote-unquote ‘Laserlight rock con¬
cert’, the Heineken party courtesy of
Chase House in the ever-popular,
ever-suffering Fiske Lounge, and
last-but-not-least, there was the con¬
cert/party presented/played by
‘RivaF sans the courtesy/support of
anybody.
For this ‘partier’, the Heineken
party in Fiske held no surprises, and
thus was not endowed by my pres¬
ence. The ‘laserlight rock concert’,
however, attracted the artiste/tech¬
nician in me, and thus this review.
“Constellation II” turned out to be
interesting for a Very brief while,
before the pleasure of watching a
color oscilloscope became out¬
weighed by the annoyance of breath¬
ing ‘fog* fumes.
True: the self-described ‘specialeffects technicians from New York’
were able to do many amusing
things that would keep you enter¬
tained from song to song, but not
enough to justify the price tag of $3
per ticket. The sound, while loud
enough to satisfy any heavy-metal
music fan, suffered from the acous¬
tics of the Alumni Gym. It provided
lots of high end (treble), but also lots

Feature

of bass-rumble that left your head
tables promised.
Another show on campus that
feeling rumbled. The ‘laser’ show
turned out to be six different laser lost money ($24), but not points with
effects: the before-mentioned four this writer was the concert/ party
color ‘oscilloscope’, and a argon-gas that was sponsored by “RivaF, the
laser which provided a ‘green’ laser much acclaimed/declaimed campus
that was reflected off a disco-glitter band. Since no-one on campus was
ball and sent out radiating shafts of willing to even pay for their expenses
light through the smoke provided by (about $250 for sound and lights),
the ‘fog’ machine. The first time this they (Rival) decided that that should
happened, it was interesting and not hold them back from having a
entertaining, the next five times were party and playing for that party.
So, they took all of the costs upon
repetitive.
This same argon gas laser was also themselves, and even though there
used druing a number by The Who was a Fiske party going on that
to provide a broad path of light just night, people lined up to purchase
like the path of light that eclipsed tickets for both parties (how’s that
Roger Daltrey’s head in “Won’t Get for campus apathy?) Although the
Fooled Again” in the movie “The party was never filled to overflowing
Kids Are Alright”. This setting of ♦ capacity (it was nice not to have to
lasers to music during The Who was sweat in order to have a good time
the highlight of the hour long show. dancing), people had a good time
The color ‘oscilloscope’ was capa¬ without having to get drunk in order
ble (via computer animation) of pro¬ to enjoy the music.
The music, ah the music. Here is
ducing ‘figures’ on the screen, that
were amusing to say the least. But the meat of the argument; Rival may
when it became apparent that the not have the strongest vocal sound,
entire show was variations on this but they practice very hard, and that
animation theme, then the ‘cute’ ani¬ is reflected in their strong playing.
mations quickly lost their appeal.
They provided as strong a beat and
Overall, as one person put it, “the accompaniment as any band that we
first ten minutes was interesting, but have had on campus for any major
after that it got boring”. An inside event. While the vocals were not as
source at the Chase Hall Committee strong as the music, they never-thereported that the committee lost less were much better than many
money on the $1700 show. How people expected, and nobody
much was lost is not known, but seemed to mind the occasional sour
what is known is that “Constellation note. In fact, it was the imperfections
IF was not the ‘ultimate laser rock that kept the evening fun. You could
RIVAL. Photo by Lou.
concert’ as advertising on Commons relate to the band, because you knew
that they weren’t some ‘above-GotT
band from that all important mecca
of music: Boston.
by Rob French
In all, the $3 that was shelled out
Staff Reporter
for the Rival party was a much bet¬
Once again, for your listening
ter buy than anything else on cam¬ pleasure, Bates College brings us the
pus, unless you were one of the herd Noonday Concert. As usual, this
tion to some wide-eyed and ignorant that enjoyed the mob scene at the week’sconcert was a welcome break
freshman, “We should just set up group-grope at the brewery, and from an otherwise very hectic and
tents in the alumni gym the night then lived to lose ybur money’s strenuous day, providing a brief
before, have someone bring us worth later that evening. Rival pro¬ moment of relaxation for the few
dinner so there’ll be no chance of vided good entertainment and Bates students who chose to attend.
losing our place.” This sounds most punch, in an environment that was
This week’s concert, taking place
absurd, but in actuality, it is not that sweat-free, not to mention, pre¬ as usual on Tuesday, 12:30 P.M. in
far off base. Some students were tention-free. The, money spent on i the Bates College Chapel, featured
already starting to gather in the gym
“Costellation II” would have been the talent and precision, of John H.
by 12:30-1:00 pm so as to ensure better spent on a movie, because at Corrie, assistant in music, on the
themselves of getting the courses least most movies are marginally harpsichord.
that they wanted. It is very compli¬ entertaining for the hour and a half
Very sharply dressed for the occa¬
mentary to the college to see that that you sit in front of them. For sion, Corrie appeared in front of a
students would sit in a damp and those who decided to ‘skip’ Rival's larger than usual audience, giving no
dingy gym crunched between party: next time, leave your preten¬ introduction whatsoever to the per¬
hundreds of other students just to tions behind and come enjoy some formance which was to follow
get a card so as to be able to take a real entertainment.
certain course; that shows real aca¬
demic devotion.
waited in line.
When one reflects on this. asinine
Most people related this experi¬
aspect of registration, there is little ence of that of a “Who” concert.
positive thought that enters one’s Swarms of people all wanting the
mind. One student exclaimed cyni¬ same thing, and meaning to get it
cally, “I can’t think of a better way to whatever the cost.
spend four hours: eating so much ice
cream and candy that I feel as if I am
One could justify this horrible
going to be sick. What could be bet¬ procedure with the attainment of
ter than that?” We all laughed at his one or several pink cards, but what
comical retort, but when it comes about those students who waited
down to getting the pink card that just as long and suffered just as pro¬
you want, the students become quite fusely, who had to leave dejected
and empty-handed. There seems no
serious.
Dean of the College James Carri- succor in that. I surmise in this
gan, who manned the door from the competitive world in which we live,
track to the pink card table had to, at it is sometimes necessary to drop
one point, say that we had better your social finesse and aggressively
behave or someone will get hurt, seek what you want, it’s gauche, but
seriously. That is rather embarass- perhaps, necessary. After all, was it
ing. Something strange seemed to not Machiavelli who said, “The ends
come over the students as they justify the means.”?

Do the Ends Really
Justify the Means?
by Victoria L. Tilney
Student Correspondent
Simply preposterous. Throngs of
tension-filled students swarmed into
the alumni gym in hopes of receiving
a little pink card which would enable
them to enroll in certain courses.
The location for waiting was what
one could consider very grim. The
first reaction, upon entering, was the
thought of a concentration camp.
Although none of us have had first¬
hand experience in a concentration
camp, the dirt commingled in the
air, the broken and dirty wood, the
iron rods placed carelessly, the ner¬
vous and competitive chatter
amongst the people, eyeing each
other and thinking who might sur¬
vive such an absurd process, set such
a brutal mood.
The purpose of this process is via¬
ble in theory. In such a small liberal
arts college, the idea of equality
among all the students and profes¬
sors is a dominant concern to the
law-creators. However, despite their
efforts, having people line up for
hours to get a card for a course and
then have someone enter the door¬
way at 6:00pm, the time of the com¬
mencement of the process, and
remain at the front of the line, since
the front of the line happens to be
right at the doorway, seems not only
totally ridiculous but also rather
unequal.
As one student joked the day
before the pink slip proceeding,
when in the middle of his explana-

Harpsichord
Come on the except
for a brief but helpful sugges¬
tion that people seated at the rear of
the chapel move closer to the front,
since the harpsichord is not known
for its volume.
It is known, however, to possess
the capabilities for beautiful music, a
fact which Corrie successfully dem¬
onstrated. He played without inter¬
ruption J.S. Bach’s Partita 5 in G
major, BWV 829. The performance
lasted exactly a half hour, and was
expertly and nimbly performed. The
reaction of the audience was
extremely positive, hearty applause
filled the chapel with the audience’s
expression of delight.
Next week student chamber
music ensembles will be performing
music of Bach and Handel.
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Threepenny Opera;
A Look at the Seedier Side of Life
by Diane Wylie

B
Gerda Neu-Sokol, lecturer in German. Photo by Fortescue.

Arts Editor
Corruption, decadence and loss
of morality characterize Bertolt
Brecht’s play “The Threepenny
Opera,” currently being performed
at the Portland Performing Arts
Center.
The Portland Stage Co. is devel¬
oping a lunch-time lecture series
entitled “How Theater Watches Us:
Six Discussions of the State as a
Witness of our Time”, featuring
scholars of the humanities and other
guest speakers. Gerda Neu-Sokol,
lecturer of German at Bates, was
involved in a discussion of the devel¬
opment of Bertolt Brecht’s style;
how his theatrical forms were an
outgrowth of the socio-political con¬
text of their environment in relation
to his play “The Threepenny
Opera.”
Twentieth century poet, playw¬
right and theatrical reformer, Brecht
expressed in his work the moral and
political dilemmas of a mass society
in which man is isolated and help¬
less. The main impulse of Brecht’s
art is a violently anti-bourgeois atti¬
tude that reflects his generation’s dis¬
appointment in the civilization that
had come crashing down at the end
of WWI. In the “Threepenny
Opera,” the forces of sex, chaos,
greed and violence are seen from the
point of view of identifying them
with cruelty and selfishness of
capitalism.

Jack Gelber, Contemporary Dramatist,
Speaks on Playwriting
by Susan Pedreira

Student Correspondent
The well-known contemporary
dramatist Jack Gelber was at Bates
last weekend to discuss his play The
Connection and drug use in the
I950’s and today. He also ran a
playwrighting workshop. Gelber has
won three Obie awards; two for
directing and one for the script of
The Connection. He has written five
plays and one novel, is in great
demand as a director, especially for
off and off-off Broadway plays and
also teaches playwriting at Brooklyn
College.
The Connection is about a direc¬
tor and a cameraman filming a
group of drug users and abusers
awaiting for the local dealer to arrive
with their heroin. The cameraman
knows one of the men from child¬
hood and therefore is allowed to be
present. H owever, the group resents
the presence of the director, he is too
far removed from their life-styles to
fit in. The men know that until the
director has experienced drugs, he
will not be able to understand their
need for them.
The play is located in the apart¬
ment that Leach lives in and keeps
open for his friends. He and the
others wait impatiently for the
dealer Cowboy to arrive, but Leach
is the only one desperately in need of
a fix. In the end, Leach overdoses
because he is convinced Cowboy did
not give him as much as the others.
Gelber discussed possible influen¬
ces on his work at a dinner seminar.
He said he had read many Russian
novels and that the theme of despair
had made an impression. The Con¬
nection is about life in the world of
need—the characters are dependent
upon each other and their next fix.
Their despair occurs when they
alternately accept and reject each

other and their drug addiction.
Ginny Addison, ’84, took a leave
of absence last semester and partici¬
pated in an internship; at the Ensem¬
ble Studio Theater. She was
assistant manager for the play
Gelber was directing.
Addison explained that she
wishes to pursue a career as a stagemanager and needed experience in
professional theater. At the Ensem¬
ble Studio, work would last up to
fourteen hours a day earning two
course credits, but more importantly
making essential connections with
well-known theater figures.
Addison said that she has much

more knowledge of stagemanaging
due to the internship; she is not
intimidated about working in the
New York theater world. Large as it
is, in the small network of theater
people, if one does good, diligent
work, word gets around and one’s
name is remembered.
She said that one of the best
things about working in an ensem¬
ble group is the personal atmo¬
sphere—Gelber asked for input
from everyone, even the lowly assist¬
ant manager! She added that one
never needs to say good-bye on clos¬
ing night—if you do well, people will
want you to work with them again.

According to Neu-Sokol, “The decay and corruption, so the charac¬
opera is a play at the brink of disas¬ ters show human rottenness in var¬
ter: an attack on bourgeosie moral¬ ious forms,” Sokol commented.
ity, generally reflecting society in
Brecht tended to center his work
decay.” The play was written and around educating the audience and
producecd in 1928 during the later “was not interested in portraying the
years of the Weimar Republic; a individual but primarily concerned
time in Germany when society was with the world," said Sokol. “His
falling apart due to severe economic plays are supposed to show us that
problems, war reparation payments, we live in an unjust world—we live
and inflation.
off each other not with each other.”
On the other hand, it was a time
As for the implications and rele¬
for new impetus and direction in the vance that “The Threepenny Opera”
world of art. “The opera came out of holds for todays world, Sokol com¬
that time and is an expression of that mented, “the play is supposed to
time. It was amazingly successful as convey a message of human rotten¬
people realized and were struck by ness. On viewing the play one should
the fact that the play was depicting be hit by the fact that there are peo¬
what life is really like—a world ple starving nowadays, thus our
where everyone cheats and where world is not perfect.”
everyone lives off misery,” said
“The Threepenny Opera” runs
Sokol.
until Nov 13th, and beginning on
“The Threepenny Opera” set Dec 1st is Beth Henley’s Pulitzer
against the backdrop of Victorian Prize winning comedy, “Crimes of
London tells the tale of Mack the the Heart” will be produced. The
Knife and the beggars, whores and play presents three sisters in Hazelthieves who join him in an elaborate hurst Mississippi who revel in
game of survival. “The theme and shared memories of forgotten
context of the play lends itself dreams—“a play rich with the wis¬
towards cynicism about the human dom about the way people respond
condition: the play is anti-artistic to life.” (Pulitzer Committee). Box
and anti-traditional. In the Weimar Office—774-1043, 25A Forest Ave.,
Republic it wasn’t hard to sense Portland.

Musical Talent Highlighted
by Chamber Orchestra
by John Marsden

Senior Reporter
Last Sunday’s performance by the
Bates College Chamber Orchestra
was not played to a large audience,
but it was an appreciative audience.
Perhaps there would have been a
larger crowd, if tickets to the free
concert had been sold outside of
Commons, because as it was, a large
proportion of the Bates community
missed an excellent concert highligh¬
ted by solo performances from some
of the most talented members of
Bates Community.
The program was in five parts
with the first three pieces in the first
half of the program, and the last two
pieces in the second half of the
concert.
The first piece on the program
was Beethoven’s Overture to Coriolanus which featured the chamber
orchestra augmented by additional
members of the college community.
This piece was successful because,
small as it is, the orchestra was able
to project the size of a symphonic
orchestra along with all of the tone
color associated with a larger
orchestra.
One of the most pleasing pieces on
the program was the Pavane pour
une infante defunte by Maurice
Ravel, a contemporary of Debus¬
sy’s, who is best remembered for his
piece Bolero. It was pleasing to hear
the whole range of the ‘impressionis¬
tic’ orchestra recreated with the size
of the Bates orchestra. One surprise
of note, was the use of piano, played
by Assi stant Professor of music
George Fisher, in place of the harp.
The tonal differences between the

two instruments are great,-but in the
context of Sunday’s performance,
the differences were pleasing.
Bates Junior, Mark Nordberg,
was the soloist in the Concerto for
viola and strings in G major by G.P.
Telemann. Although Nordberg was
nervous at the beginning of this four
movement piece, his rapport with
the audience and orchestra rapidly
improved. His playing was pleasing
in that it showed an interpretive
understanding of the piece which
translated into fine playing.
After a brief intermission, the con¬
ductor of the orchestra, William
Matthews, gave an introduction to
the inclusion of the Rhapsodie for
clarinet and piano by Claude Deb¬
ussy, played by Judy Lochhead and
George Fisher, on clarinet and
piano. Matthews noted that this
piece had been played at a Noonday
concert by Lochhead and Fisher ear¬
lier in the semester, “and we liked it
so much that we asked them to do it
again.” And do it again, they did.
Both Lochhead and Fisher showed
considerable skill in both their inter¬
pretation and performance of the
piece.
The last piece on the program was
the Double Concerto in c minor by
J.S. Bach which featured Bates stu¬
dents Miriam Smith on violin, and
Andy Criscitiello on oboe. Their
performance on this chamber work
in three movements was an indica¬
tion of the musical talent that resides
here at Bates.
The concert by the Bates College
Chamber Orchestra was a fine dis¬
play of the refined talent that is pres¬
ent here at Bates.

SHARETHE
COST OF LIVING]
Give to the American Cancer Society, r
Ginny Addison, ’84. Photo by Lou.
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The Computer Dominated Society, and
What it Means to Bates
(Continued from Page 3)
of the liberal arts. They argue that a
computer science major would
abandon the liberal arts tradition,
whereas a secondary concentration
would not because it would require a
certain number of natural sciences,
math, or social science courses with
computer applications in addition to
the strictly computer related
courses.
Moreover, Pribram questioned
how many students would partici¬
pate in a computer science major.
Presently, most gluts in computer
science related courses are generally
at the introductory level and short
terms. Like in many of the introduc¬
tory cousrses, in the natural sciences,
he noted, a hundred or more stu¬
dents may be enrolled simply to get
credit or to acquire a taste of the
major. He said that he felt a compu¬
ter science major would present the
same situation; many students
would take a few introductory
courses in order to feel “computer
literate” but not major in the field.
Pribram stressed the importance
of the increase in computer using
time in especially the natural scien¬
ces and social sciences. He said that
by applying the computer to these
courses, Bates is maintaining its ded¬
ication to the liberal arts and a
secondary concentration in comput¬
ing, would contribute to a more well
rounded student, without impinging
on that tradition.
One advantage of the computer
science major, Pribram suggested,
would be that applicants would see
“that there is something” in Bates
computing. At this time, Pribram
noted, there is no way to readily see
the number of computer application
courses in a single listing, and the
only way to recognize the computer
related courses is to leaf through the
math department section of the Stu¬
dent Handbook.
Pribram hoped that if the secon¬
dary concentration were initiated,
there would be a page dedicated
solely to the courses available to ful¬
fill the concentration requirements,
whether they be computer applica¬
tion or related couses.

“Part of the value of a secondary
concentration is to make visable
what we already have”, Pribram
said.
Liberal Arts Students in the High
Technology Field

One other related argument in
favor of a computer science major
has come from those students who
want to enter the high technology
field upon graduation from Bates.
They argue that these growing fields
are demanding Data Processing
(DP) graduates instead of students
“trained in the liberal arts.”
Recently, however, this argument
has met with increasing skepticism;
skepticism coming from executives
in high technology companies as
well as educators.
In the Sept. 16, 1983 issue of the
Wall Street Journal, Marc Tucker
of the Project on I nformation, Technology and Education said“The computer is a powerful tool,
in ways that extend the student’s
intellectual power. Students need to
learn how to use data to use word
processors and spread sheets. Pro¬
gramming is not what it’s all about.”
The article went on to say,
“Some educators question whether
learning to program, whatever the
language, sharpens the mind to any
greater degree than the traditional,
low-technology disciplines of learn¬
ing to debate, to prove geometry
theorems or to write in a foreign
language.”_

“The growing trend toward
liberal arts graduates appears
to be somewhat of a manage¬
rial backlash against uncoop¬
erative and incommunicable
data processing operations
that often do not understand
the businesses they serve.”
Computerworld
_July 11, 1983
It is apparently this quality of pos¬
sessing a “sharp mind” rather than a
trained mind, for which high tech¬
nology firms seek on a greater scale.
They seek employees with a wide
range of knowledge with the creativ¬

ity to use the computer to implement
their ideas.
The July 11,1983 issue of Compu¬
terworld magazine quoted repre¬
sentatives of the Morgan Stanley
Company as saying that they are
looking for liberal arts graduates
who are willing to “build on the ana¬
lytical and creative disciplines of

their own way” when they enter a
firm, according to Bauer, whereas
liberal arts graduates are “more
trainable.”
In fact, the Computerworld arti¬
cle pointed out that, “the trend
toward liberal arts graduates tends
to be somewhat of a backlash
against uncooperative and incom-

more efficiently. Bates is making the
attempt to increase the availability
of these means and their different
applications for students.
In effect, Bates is teaching "com¬
puter literacy” much in the same way
it teaches foreign language fluency,
political science awareness or art
appreciation. Computer literacy

municable data processing opera¬
tions that often do not understand
the business they serve.”
These feelings imply that technol¬
ogy is not an end in itself, but a
useful means for acquiring knowl¬
edge and gaining understanding

goes beyond the knowledge of com¬
puter programming and architec¬
ture and teaches students to interact

Photo by Lou.
their liberal arts backgrounds to
develop technical know-how_
managerial skills and an in-depth
understanding to the dynamics” of
their business.
Furthermore, DP trained stu¬
dents tend to “want to do things

with a machine and to explore the
resources it holds, to be utilized in
efficient and creative ways.

Noonday Concert Features Quartette
by Victoria L. Tilney

Student Correspondent
The cool autumn breeze carried
the floating leaves from branch to
ground, the discreet crunching noise
of the multi-colored leaves under the
feet of the people filing into the
chapel, the midday light captured on
the last few remaining drops of dew
on the leaves, and the slight sway of
the trees in the fall wind, cognizant
of the approaching winter. The stun¬
ning autumn day was a winning fac¬
tor of the beauty and success of the
Noonday Concert at Bates on Tues¬
day, Nov. I.
The illustrious New England
Quartette was featured this week in
the concert series. Having already
performed once in the noonday ser¬
ies this fall and preparing for their
performance that night, the Quartette
displayed stupendous musical tal¬
ent. Werner Torkanowsky, the vio¬
lin player of the quartette was also
the composer of the piece played,
which was greatly admired by all.
Frank Glaser, Scott Woolweaver,
and George Sopkin are the three
other members of the quartette. The
three movements showed magnifi¬
cent transition and unique beauty:
Andantino - presto; Adagio, which
was written in memoriam of Dmitri
Shostakovitch, a well-celebrated,
deceased composer; Quasi Pastorale
- danza.
There is something that is very
difficult to describe about music.
Everyone has a certain sort of music
which is the most wonderful to him.
Hearing that certain sort of music

seems to ignite distinct sentiments
within each person. Music, if
greatly appreciated, can become an
integral part of a person, and each
time it is heard it may muster up

the members of the audience were
grabbed by the beauty of the
autumn day and the remembrances
of the wonderful feelings they had
felt just minutes ago in the chapel.

The New England Quartette. Photo
special feelings and memories. In
this way, music is a kind of magic. It
can be inspirational, awakening,
mellowing, saddening, or magnifi¬
cent. Music is like literature in this
way; it kindles memories and feel¬
ings that might have been hidden in
the attic of your mind for a long
time, and it is not until you hear that
music or read the words which
embellish each page of a book that
you recall those certain feelings.

by Taylor.
Deep breaths of fall were taken,
smiles from within emerged and
stretched across their faces.
At The Bates College Noonday
Concert Series continues, the stu¬
dents and faculty of Bates and many
local residents keep on assembling
every Tuesday at 12:30 to wallow in
the beauty of the music. As the sea¬
sons change, as Summer trans¬
formed into Autumn which is now
transforming into Winter, the music
lovers continue to attend the Noon¬
day Concerts at Bates where they are
able to tumble into their individual
worlds and memories for a short
time. This is one small joy, as exem¬
plified by the superior performance
of The New England Piano
Quartette, that we may enjoy in our
hurried lives.

The encompassing music of The
New England Quartette was not
only an extremely enjoyable way to
spend a half an hour but it also left
the audience feeling vibrant, stimu¬
lated, and with a sort of second wind
for that day. On leaving the chapel,
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_Editorial_
Limited Enrollment Changes Must Come
It’s been said before, and it’ll be said again:
“Something’s got to be done about the limited
enrollment procedure.”
This was the first year that I was threatened
with the limited enrollment line, but I was
lucky. I had a choice. My course was an elec¬
tive. I didn’t have to take it to graduate, so I
elected to bypass the line system, and bet that
there would still be pink cards available the
following morning. Once again I was lucky; I
got my card, with no waiting and no hassle.
Unfortunately, hundreds of other students,
especially seniors, did not share my luck. For
them it was a do or die situation, either get that
card or not graduate.
It seems unfathomable that such an impor¬
tant procedure as enrollment can be run in

such a haphazard and random fashion when
something as comparatively insignificant as
the rooming lottery is a week-long, highly
structured procedure. It seems that some of
the effort and theories that went into the
rooming lottery should be transferred to the
limited enrollment procedure.
Perhaps limited enrollment should also be
extended over a four day period, with first
priority being given to seniors, especially those
needing a course to fulfill their requirements.
The suggestions are unlimited, and I refer
you to David Kennedy’s letter printed in last
week’s Student for some excellent ones.
Whatever is done, it will certainly be an
improvement. It couldn’t get any worse.
—Gail Johnston

Central America—We Need to Understand
On Monday, a group of Central American
youth spoke on a topic which touches base in
so many places: Peace in Central America.
The group, known as MUJECA, has been
travelling around the country in an effort to
gain support for their cause. Yet the task has
not been an easy one.
While Bates students appeared interested in
hearing what these youth had to say, others
were not as receptive. At Northeastern U niversity, for example, a group of people rushed the
platform where the MUJECA representatives
spoke.
Admittedly, MUJECA is anti-American in
its stance, at least when it comes to the US
government.
But in this free-speaking democracy that we
live in, everyone deserves to be heard. Even if
we totally disagree with what is being said, we
at least afford anyone who wants to speak
freely the opportunity to do so.
Many Americans have difficulty in under¬
standing the situation in Central America. As

the MUJECA representative from El Salva¬
dor stated, “You cannot understand our daily
life until you walk through the streets and see a
man’s head on one side of the street and his
body on the other.”
Precisely for this reason, we had a responsi¬
bility to listen and to try to understand what
they had to say. At Bates, I believe we suc¬
ceeded in this.
Bates had the class and dignity of at least
listening to the group. It is unfortunate that
others have closed their minds on this complex
issue when so much is not known.
Bates should be proud for giving this group
a chance. Whether we agreed or disagreed is
not as important as the fact that we listened.
We listened, and hopefully, we learned. By
learning, we can only gain a better understand¬
ing of the situation.
We need to understand, because peace is
something that can only be spread by compre¬
hending its significance.
—Jamie Merisotis

Thanks for Amusing Us,
James Watt
I will miss James Watt. He had
the habit of saying the most foolish
and offensive things. Through all
this, he managed to convey a distinct
lack of charm and tact.
This is the man who did not think
the Beach Boys were wholesome
enough to play at the Washington
Monument. Instead, Watt recom¬
mended Wayne Newton whose sole
function in life is to be an expensive
Las Vegas showboy.
Watt’s latest gaffe was an incredi¬
bly tasteless joke, notable for its cal¬
lousness and blatant bigotry. Watt
had referred to an advisory panel of
his as, “... a black, a woman, two
Jews and a cripple.” He concluded,
“And we’ve got talent.”
Immediately, people across the
country were talking about Watt.
C ongressmen and senators of both
parties demanded his resignation.
President Reagan pledged his sup¬
port for the embattled secretary of
the interior. Eventually Watt
resigned, accepting the fact that he
was political dead weight.
Watt’s policies were more than
offensive, they were short-sighted
and dangerous. In a time of scarce
and dwindling natural resources
Watt opened up federally protected
wilderness areas for commercial
development and drilling. Watt’s
disregard for his role as custodian of
the nation’s natural resources was
well-known.
Reagan’s initial appointment of
Watt and Anne Gorsuch, his first
EPA Administrator, demonstrated
an intention to lessen the regulatory

burden on industry at the expense of
the environment. Gorsuch and Watt
are rabid anti-environmentalists
who actively sought to dismember
the apparatus of environmental
control.
Gorsuch recently left EPA amidst
charges of sweetheart deals with
industries EPA was supposed to be
regulating. She and her crew man¬
aged to render Superfund, the
hazardous waste cleanup program,
practically useless.
These may sound like reasons for
disliking Watt and Gorsuch. Indeed
they are. In stating that I will miss
them, I am not claiming that I like,
respect or trust either of them. But
they did serve one constructive pur-

Paul Rosenthal
pose. They attracted attention the
way most scandals do.
With Watt and Gorsuch on the
scene there was always a feeling that
something was wrong. We knew
quite a bit about them and what we
knew was quite disconcerting.
Unfortunately, the public focus
has most often been on Watt’s amaz¬
ing lack of charm and tact rather
than on his policies. In his absence,
however, little attention is being
paid to either the personalities or the
policies that comprise the Reagan
administration’s environmental pro¬
gram.
Watt and Gorsuch have been
replaced by William Clark and Wil¬
liam Ruckelshaus, respectively.
Clark has only a limited background
(Continued on Page 15)
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Letters to Major McKyntre

REDUCED CHILD care
money TO halt EROSION
OF THEIR FAMILIES...

(ed. ’s note: For the past few weeks
we received no letters addressed to
Major McKyntre, and rumors
started to fly. Some people sug¬
gested that maybe William was
sick, or that it was exam time at
Bowdoin, or that the Major was on
a secret mission to Grenada. What¬
ever the case, we at The Student are
glad that our faith has been res¬
tored in the US Postal Service, and
once again bring you “Letters to
Major McKyntre”.)
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Dear Major McKyntre—
Do you remember that woman I
told you about that lives next door?
The one named Jennifer that was so
nice to me when I had that paper
due? Well, I fell in love with her, and
wanted to take her out on a date—
the possibility of marriage did cross
my mind. As usual, 1 never got
around to asking her for a date—
when I went into her room, I
k© knocked over her fishbowl and
stepped on her two angel fish—Dim

Bates vs. Reed, Part 2

West Coast Ideals-Reed’s Social Climate
In my last article, I did my best to
give an objective description of the
academic life at Bates and Reed.
While both schools offer traditional
liberal arts educations, I noted some
major differences in their presenta¬
tion. This is due, I feel, to the liberal
values held by the Reed community
as compared to the conservative out¬
look taken by Bates. The fact that
Reed is located in Oregon and Bates
in Maine does have a significant
effect on student life, as I shall dis¬
cuss. But in order to best investigate
the contrast in ideal of these two
schools, I shall compare their social
atmosphere. It is important to note
that the “social atmospheres” are not
diametrically opposed; they do con¬
tain many similarities.
First of all, both schools are com¬
parable in size. While Bates has 1400
students and Reed 1100 students,
the difference in size is minimal in a
comparison like this. Also, in both
communities, the ideal of egalitar¬
ianism is prevalent. For example,
students have their say in student
government and in meetings with
the president. Also, there are no
“exclusionist” groups, such as frater¬
nities or sororities, on either cam¬
pus. And, while it appears that
students enjoy a good deal of free¬
dom at these school, it is necessary
for the administrations to place
some restraints over the community.
How muyh restraint is a moot point
and illustrates a contrast in ideal
between the schools, where Reed
seems more liberal in comparison.
More basically, the roots of the
ideals of these schools may be found
in their locations. The style of living
on the east coast, in general, oper¬
ates at a fast pace, more involved in
the “rat race” of the bigger cities such
as Boston and New York. While
Maine is certainly not indicative of
this east coast “intensity”, many
Bates students are from those met¬
ropolises. On the other hand, life on
the west coast is more “laid back.”
Even the bigger cities such as Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle
are mild in comparison to Boston,
New York, or Washington, D.C.
About half of the Reed students are
from the Pacific coast states, and the
“laid back” attitudes are inherent in
most Reed students; even more so
than Bates.
Socially, the school’s locations are
quite important. Lewiston, a city of
40,000 (with Auburn’s 30,000), does
not have many of the offerings of

Portland, Oregon, a city of 500,000.
While larger cities such as Portland,
Maine and Boston are accessible
highway drives, the Reed campus is
located in a suburb of Portland, fif¬
teen minutes from “downtown” by
bus.
Beyond these fundamental differ¬
ences exist the greater realities of the
social lives at both schools. At Bates,
there is a desire among most stu¬
dents to have more of a community

atmosphere on campus. The social
activities generally center around the
campus, with a few exceptions (e.g.
The Blue Goose Tavern or a few
restaurants). This is due, in part, to
the surrounding city.
At Reed, on the other hand, more
stress is placed on the individual.
The Reed College Bulletin states,
“Campus life outside the classroom
emphasizes the individual and indi¬

Dear Professor,
Recently I became disturbed past
the point of acceptance about the
inequity of the flagrant ignorance of
due dates of papers. For the last time
I saw someone hand a paper in late
(without good reason) and not be
graded accordingly. Realizing that
the problem is widespread I decided,
rather than mention it to every pro¬
fessor, I would bring the problem to
the attention of the deans and per¬
haps they could do something about
it. I assumed because Bates prides
itself on its equalitarianism the
problem would be given careful
consideration.

this happens. After the interview he
seemed more interested in why I was
so upset rather than what I was com¬
plaining about, as if what upset me
was childish.

Dean Branham had a few more
intelligent things to say. “Not a good
practice I agree” was the strongest
comment against the practice that I
could get out of her. She told me
that “I don’t think that anyone
should intrude with that” (the pro¬
fessor’s standards) and “I should tell
the person”. She suggested that I go
up to the professor after the grades
are in (when it would no longer do
On this note I launched another me any good) and ask the professor
informational sojourn. This time to to change his/her policy. I smiled,
interview the deans and discover thanked her, and walked down the
their opinions on late unexcused, hall to Dean Straub’s office.
undowngraded papers. To each
dean I mentioned two examples.
When I told Dean Straub my sto¬
The first, a graduate of Bates college ries the first words out of his mouth
(Theater/English major), who in his were “I think that’s wrong.” He also
last seven semesters at Bates never agreed with me that “the only pur¬
handed a paper in on time. Of all the pose of deadlines is to see that stu¬
late papers, only two were marked dents are treated in an even handed
down for being late, (one might sug¬ way.”
gest extraneous circumstances, I
Because the deans (in all their wis¬
might suggest that no one has that
many grandmothers). The second is dom) refuse to do anything, I am
a sad tale of a class of 17 only four of forced to throw the question of
whom could find the time to com¬ equity out to the faculty. As Dean
plete an assignment due on a given Straub pointed out if we (the Dean
and I) both have a paper and a test
day.
due on the same day, and he opts to
hand the paper in late, and I decide
to both study for the exam and write
I started my sojourn with Dean the paper, the chance is high that
Carignan, who began by telling me unless the dean is marked down for
that I should ask the instructor, and handing the paper in late both of my
he had “no comment.” After a bit of grades will be lower.
warming up he managed to say
things like “You don’t run mature
So I ask, does the faculty of this
colleges like high schools where you college want to be the first to encour¬
havepeople running around monitor¬ age equality and fairness to all?
ing the faculty. They (the faculty)
have complete academic freedom.”
He also made some comment that (James Gleason is a Student
Bates was not the onv school where columnist.)_

James Gleason

vidual choice.” There are fewer
campus-wide socials, nor is there a
need for them. Again, I feel that Por¬
tland offers more culture
and is
more accessible to students, there¬
fore more opportunities for stu¬
dents. But, “Reedies,” on the whole,
are very individualistic, and do not
always need a group event for
entertainment.

Ken Belson
Pervading in all social scenes we
find the Honor Principle, applicable
to all events at school. The system is
built on a foundation of mutual trust
in all aspects of the community. This
is one of the few “laws,” per se, at
Reed. To quote the Reed Bulletin
again, “The members of the Reed
community share the belief thatwithinsuch acollege/~"is desirable • Ive
and work uitt- :he maximum free¬
dom, unfettered by complex regu¬
lations governing the conduct of its
members.” The administration does
not concern itself so much with try¬
ing to “control” the student body.
Reedies tend to be mature and,
because of this, the Honor Principle
works very well.
But while Maine is steeped in a
400 year history, with a tradition¬
laden society, Oregon seems to have
a less structured society. Bates stu¬
dents are usually cordial but a bit
reserved, which I feel is indicative of
this New England style.
I have encountered a more open
atmosphere in the west. People are
less concerned with where you are
from, but rather why you are here.
This idea is carried a full step further
at Reed. There is an amazing toler¬
ance of personal ideas in the com¬
munity. While there are obviously
few restrictions at Bates also, stu¬
dents tend to be more obstinate con¬
cerning other’s ideas. And it is
naturally one’s right to hold a certain
belief, but one should also be openminded. I have found less ‘close¬
mindedness’ at Reed.
So, to summarize, I have found
that the west co.ast “ideal” has had a
noticeable effect on the social struc¬
ture at Reed (in comparison to
Bates). But it is clear that Reed’s
founders original intentions have
remained intact; to have an open
social atmosphere, with few restric¬
tions, written or unwritten, govern¬
ing the commnunity.
Ken Belson
Columnist.

is

a

Student

and Dot—trying to save them.
I thought I had no chance at all
because I’m so shy. But finally my
big chance came, and in the most
unexpected way. I was sleeping in
my room last Saturday night—my
roommate was visiting friends of his
at Bates—and I woke up to the
sound of the smoke detector. I
immediately grabbed my watering
can and dashed into the hallway—I
always keep it filled with water in
case someone accidentally sets their
garbage can on fire—the Boy Sgputs
you know. I ran down the hall, then
turned around to see where the fire
was.
There was no fire in the hall, but
there was a little wisp of smoke
escaping from the room next to
mine—Jennifer’s room, I thought,
and ran to the door. Major, you
would have been proud of the way I
tore a strip from my pajama top,
soaked it in water then tied it around
my nose and mouth before entering
the room. I turned the knob and
found it unlocked. Into the smoke
filled room I plunged, watering can
in hand, torn pajamas flying.
It was a dense green smoke—I
couldn’t find the source, so I set the
watering can by the door and got on
my hands and knees to locate the
beds. I went to Jennifer’s roommate
first, found her lying asleep—
unconscious, probably heavy smoke
inhalation—wrapped the blanket
around her, and picked her up. She
began to struggle, but I didn’t set her
down until I was in the hallway. Her
face was covered so she woouldn’t
breath smoke—I left it that way to
prevent her breathing more in the
hall. She began to move a bit, so I
assumed sh ,’d be alright. Then I
went back r Jennifer.
I mo’ _d cautiously—the smoke
had gotten thicker, fed by the oxy¬
gen in the hall no doubt. No flames
were apparent, and I thought it
might be an electrical fire in the
walls. Save Jennifer, then pull the
fuses to prevent the entire dormitory
from burning to the ground.
I found her bed—she was uncon¬
scious, breathing heavily, her fore¬
head had sweat on it. I wrapped the
blanket around her, and she mur¬
mured something to me.
—Don’t worry, I said, Ill have you
out of here in a minute.
I couldn’t resist giving her a brief
but affectionate kiss before I lifted
her out of the bed. Having done
that, I slid my arms under her, and
attempted to rise. She was much
heavier than I expected, and I fell
over onto the bed with her still in my
arms. This time I lifted with my
knees, and staggered to the door.
I couldn’t see very clearly, and my
pajama bottoms began falling off. I
cared not for modesty at that point,
and would have continued except
for the watering can. The door had
drifted shut, and knocked over the
watering can.
Only a crack of light escaped from
the door—I didn’t see the puddle or
the can. I stepped on it, it slid, and so
did I, right flat smack on my back,
with Jennifer crushing my chest
beneath her. I tried to rise, slipping
in the slimy water—I have the water¬
ing can but no plants, so the water
isn’t changed often—and finally got
out from under her. I clawed my way
to the door, pulled it open, and slid
Jennifer out into the hall by her feet,
cracking her head on the threshold
on the way.
By this time other people were in
the hall, a fire man was in the
room—complete chaos everywhere.
(Continued on Page 15)
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Letters to the Editor

Reagan and the College Republicans Have Tunnel Vision
To the editor
When the Bates College Republi¬
cans wrote their letter of support for
President Reagan’s invasion of
Grenada they listed what appeared
to be compelling reasons for the
occupation of that small island: “a
potential repeat of the Iranian Hos¬
tage Crisis; to prevent the use of the
island as a staging area for terrorist
activities in the Caribbean Basin;
and to stop Soviet-Cuban expan¬
sionism in the region.” But if you
look beyond the “controlled” infor¬
mation that the administration has
released, the actions Reagan took
were far from justified.
The only action that created a
threat to American Citizens in Gren¬
ada was the invading United States
troops—not the political coup. As
the Reagan administration pro¬
claimed following the coup, US citi¬
zens were not in “imminent danger.”
Interviews of Medical School stu¬
dents on Grenada reflect a mood of
being concerned but not worried.
The only time that students were
threatened was when an overwhelm¬
ing force of 3000 marines and parataroopers descended upon the island
creating a situation where hostages
may have been taken.
When accusing Grenada of
becoming a headquarters of terrorist
activities in the Caribbean Basin,
Reagan and the College Republi¬
cans are accusing the Prime Minister
of England, Margaret Thatcher, of

being a guerilla leader. Apparently
they believe that the right wing con¬
servative who proclaimed “I am
totally and utterly against commu¬
nism and terrorism,” has changed
her ideology when she and England
underwrote an English Construc¬
tion Company to build a “SovietCuban” Military Airbase. It is
doubtful that she was being a good
capitalist and just making a buck off
the project for England! Reagan and
the College Republicans owe an
apology to the Prime Minister.
The most paradoxical justifica¬
tion that Reagan and the College
Republicans give for the invasion of
Grenada is to stop “Soviet-Cuban
expansionism in the region.” Five
months ago the new late Prime Min¬
ister of Grenada Maurice Bishop
visited the Washington to “reach a
political accomodation with the
United States.” The reception by the
Reagan Administration was non¬
existent because they were “Marx¬
ist.” In August the United States
opposed a loan of 14.1 million dol¬
lars to Grenada by the International
Monetary Fund while its usual allies
supported the project.
Anthony Lewis states in his New
York Times article (November 2,
“Was Grenada Necessary”—the
basis from which I’ve written) that
the only reason that the Reagan
Administration would “turn down a
clean chance to wean Grenada away
from dependence on Cuba and the

Soviet Union” is “Because this
administration believes that the only <
way to bring about such political
change is by military force. Presi¬
dent Reagan had written Grenada
off as a bearer of the Communist
‘virus’. He was waiting for the excuse
to send in the Marines.”
The only way that Reagan could
have minimized deaths to Ameri¬
cans as he proclaimed as his objec¬
tive, would have been to be
diplomatic not militaristic. How

many of the Iranian Hostages were
killed? In Grenada 18 young service¬
men died.
The only conclusion that can be
drawn from looking at the facts of
the Grenada invasion is that Reagan
has tunnel vision and that the Col¬
lege Republicans are just as blind.
We should not ignore the Soviet
Unions illegitimate advances (such
as Afganistan). But if within a coun¬
try a form of government develops
that is disimilar to ours I do not see

Adopt a Smoker Next Week
temperature and “steadiness” of the
hand. The physical act of smoking
replaces the oxygen in one’s lungs
with carbon monoxide, thus making
the lungs work harder.
Although at Bates the percentage
of smokers runs well below the
national average, it is important to
decrease it further.
The Health Center and the Stu¬
dent Health Advisory Board
(SHAB) are coordinating the Smo¬
keout at Bates this year. These
organizations encourage faculty and
staff—as well as students—to give
up cigarettes for the day, if not for
life.
This year, there will be many
activities the week of Nov. 14-18 to
facilitate smoking cessation. SHAB
will have a table outside Commons
each night with information about
smoking and ideas for quitting. This
year, the American Cancer Society
is encouraging the “Adopt-aear. Overuse may lead to irritation Smoker” program, in which nonand swelling of local tissues. Oily smokers “adopt” smoking friends
nose drops may drain into the lungs for a day. By providing encouragecausing aspiration pneumonia and
for this reason should not be used.
Only in the case of secondary bac¬
terial infection, when the cold has To the editor:
progressed to the ears, sinuses,
We wish to applaud Victoria Tilthroat and chest, should antibiotic ney’s review of The Graduate. We
therapy be initiated. Cultures and are pleased to note that an apprecia¬
blood tests are usually done to deter¬ tion of film is being fostered under
mine the most effective medication. the auspices of The Student.
Indiscriminate use of antibiotics
(Continued on Page 15)
Tilney pointed out that classic
films such as these retain their perti¬
nence throughout the generational
successions of their audience. It is
this enduring relevance which enti¬
tles a film to “classic” status.

To the editor
This year, the Great American
Smokeout is onThurs., Nov. 17. As
the date fast approaches, it seems
important for the Bates community
to be informed about the event. The
American Cancer Society sponsors
the event annually to encourage
smokers to quit for the day, and
focus public attention on smoking.
The Smokeout is important because
it increases awareness about the ill
effects smoking has on health.
According to the Maine Lung
Association, there were over 1,000
deaths in Maine last year that were
directly related to smoking. Most of
these deaths were due to respiratory
disorders caused by smoking. The
effects on health are immediate as
well as long range. By constricting
capillaries, nicotine lowers body

Health Center Offers Tips on Colds
To the editor.
The common cold, the most fre¬
quent condition affecting the upper
respiratory system, :s caused by
viruses—tiny, infectious particles
that invade the body’s cells and mul¬
tiply causing the spread of disease.
Over 100 different types of these vir¬
uses have been isolated to date.
Most colds last from three to seven
days and show such signs as runny
nose, dry cough, scratchy throat and
tenderness in the lymph nodes in the
sides of the neck and below the ears.

Sneezing, headaches, muscles aches,
pains and a low to moderate fever
may also be present.
Because there is no “cure” for the
common cold or viral illnesses in
general, treatment is entirely symp¬
tomatic. Aspirin or Tylenol may be
given for generalized discomfort and
to decrease temperature. Although
opinions may vary with individual
health care providers, antihistam¬
ines and topical drying agents are
often used to shrink the swelling in
the lining of the nose and the middle

HOW TO GET YOUR UNCLE
TO HELP YOU PAYOFF
YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.
If you have taken out a National
Direct or Guaranteed Student Loan
since October 1,1975, our Loan
Forgiveness program will repay 15%
of your debt (up to $10,000) or $500,
whichever is greater, for each year
you serve.
Find out more about how a
Reserve enlistment can help pay for
college, call us:

ARMY RESERVE.
BEAULYOUCANBE.
Lewiston
782-9541

Auburn
782-1112

this as a threat to the United States
or to the people of that country. Cer¬
tainly it would not be a justification
for the invasion of any country.
What the United States should be
exporting to other countries is the
ideals which have been incorporated
into our country. Individual rights
and freedom are the ends, the means
to achieve these ends (government)
should be tai lored to the individual
countries.
Daniel M. MacDonald ’85

ment and a variety of fun activities,
they help them steer clear of
cigarettes. We will provide “adop¬
tion papers” along with the informa¬
tion outside Commons.
An ecolyzer, a machine that mea¬
sures carbon monoxide levels in the
lungs, will be in the Costello Room
on Tues., Nov. 15. It’s simple and
accurate. All are welcome to give
this a try. This instrument shows the
immediate effects of a single
cigarette on the lungs.
On Thurs., the day of the Smo¬
keout, the SHAB is sponsoring a
luncheon seminar with Marie Bour¬
gesie of the Maine Lung Associa¬
tion. Bourgesie will discuss the
effects of smoking on health—
particularly in women. Bourgesie,
w.ho has been with Maine Lung for
several years, is well-known in her
field. All are invited to attend.
We hope that students, faculty
and staff will participate to make
this a successful Smokeout.
Betsey L. Allen ’85
President of SHAB

Thanks to the Film Board

SOME OF THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
WORK FOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.

It's being done by
people like Madeline
Mitza and Theresa
Barbieri.
They met when
Madeline was in treat¬
ment for breast cancer
and Theresa was the
vol u nteer who d rove
her to her therapy ap¬
pointments. Now, I i ke
Theresa, Madeline is
bringing helpand hope
to others as a Reach to
Recoveryvolunteer.
The work in the lab
must continue. So must
the work outside. We
need your help.

SHARE
THE COST
OF LIVING
Give to the
*
American Cancer Society
This space contributed as a public service.

As members of Renaissance, the
alternative film society, we feel that
the promotion of art through film is
culturally enhancing and an impor¬
tant aspect of a liberal arts educa¬
tion. This sentiment is at the root of
the Society’s objectives. We would
like to commend the Film Board on
their choice of The Graduate.
Our primary goal is to bring films
of artistic merit such as this to Bates
on a regular basis.
The Renaissance Film Society

BCI Urges Debate
To the editor:
We of the Bates College Impe¬
rialists would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those who
attended the Nov. 3 forum on
Grenada. Diverse views were pres¬
ented and it was informative for
all. We would like to remind those
who have not shown an interest in
BCI that we provide a forum for
the presentation of all viewpoints,
and encourage their expression.
We were disappointed that those
who held a rally Friday afternoon
opposing US action in Grenada
did not feel confident enough to
express their opinions in an open
forum where they could be ques¬
tioned or challenged. The polariza¬
tion of political expression fostered
by individuals like Bill Hunt on the
one hand, who stiffly promote the
actions of the White House, and
those who in an equally reactionary
fashion denounce anything the Pres¬
ident does as warlike and unaccepta¬
ble on the other is extremely
upsetting to us in BCI, since the
obvious effect on those of us who

compose the majority of the campus
and who do not subscribe to either
of these reactionary lines is to turn us
off from participating in political
expression at Bates.
BCI exists to encourage ALL stu¬
dents and faculty to talk about their
opinions in a forum that allows give
and take, and the open-minded wil¬
lingness to consider other views that
separates a reasonable person from
an extremist reactionary. If you
agree that an open forum is worth¬
while, come to a BCI event and
make it work. If you want to have
input into our activities, contact BCI
at Box 238.
Let’s demonstrate that Bates is
not totally composed of extremists
and apathetic people who don’t give
a damn.
Executive Council, Bates College
Imperialists
Mark Elwell
Ken Lindell
Mark Anderson
Mike Diehl
Dan Keating
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Tips on Treating Common Cold
(Continued from Page 14)
could result in antibiotic-resistant
strains of bacteria hindering pro¬
gress and increasing chance of future
illness. Persons should be aware of
signs of allergy to these medications
and advise the physician if an allergy
is known to exist.
The common cold is spread by
viral particles on the hands and face.
Personal cleanliness during the
illness, including frequent hand
washing, covering a cough or sneeze,
and quick disposal of tissues will
help decrease the spread of virus to
“susceptible” persons.
To keep yourself from becoming
“susceptible” eat right, get plenty of
exercise, and don’t let stress get the
best of youThe Health Center offers the fol¬
lowing tips to help in the manage¬
ment of the common cold:
1. Bed rest and increased fluids
for several days are the only known
effective treatment.

2. Aspirin, decongestants, cough
medicine or other medication may
relieve some of the symptoms, but
won’t cure the illness.
3. Avoid excessive cold tempera¬
tures and overfatigue.
4. Increase fluids—8 oz. of juice
of water every two hours, avoid
excessive milk intake.
5. Stop smoking.
6. Gargle with warm salt solution
or glucose gargle from the Halth
Center.
7. Use oral nasal decongestant,
and aspirin as needed.
8. Check temperature three times
daily and record.
9. I ncrease humidity of your bed¬
room with a humidifier or pan of
water on radiator.
Return to the Health Center if:
1. Temperature over 101 several
times each day.
2. Increased throat pain.
3. White or yellow spots on ton¬
sils or throat.

James Watt

(Continued from Page 13)
in environmental affairs but he is
non-controversial Ruckelshaus has
a reputation for integrity. Neither
will perpetuate the carnival atmo¬
sphere
initiated
by
their
predecessors.
With Watt and Gorsuch gone
there will be little controversy, little
attention, and little change. Both
Ruckelshaus and Clark have indi¬
cated that they will continue their
predecessors’ policies with a good

deal more subtlety.
Watt was a fitting choice to be
secretary of the interior for Reagan,
who himself has said that ninety per¬
cent of air pollution comes from
plants and trees. Watt and Gorsuch
provided Reagan with an ongoing
headache which is policies invited.
In their absence, we must take care
not to accept hte very welcome dose
of discretion their replacements
offer as a substitute for true environ¬
mental concern.

Chute Shows Great
Sense of Fairness
To the editor:
If there is to be justice talking
about admirable moral character, I
think very much time should be
given to noticing and praising the
many great virtuous qualities of Bob
Chute.
He is one of the most amazing
best people I know. It’s been my very
great fortune to have known him
very well for 20 years now; to have
seen in so many ways, in so many

instances all these years his gentle
and kind and considerate nature
extraordinary with equilibrium and
modesty, wise with a sense of humor
and perspective, profound and
steady with Thoreau ideals; and all
this in sensitive regard for his wife
and children, his students and
friends. It’s hard for me to think of a
person with a greater sense of
fairness.
John Tagliabue
Professor of English

4. Shaking chills and chattering
teeth develop.
5. Chest pain, or shortness of
breath.
6. Earache.

7. Pain in sinuses.
8. Coughing produces a green or
gray sputum.
9. Coughing keeps you awake at
night.

10. No improvement by the fifth
day.
Chris Tisdale
Donna Morin

You Might Just Learn Something
I’m actually writing my column
on Thursday night—it’s not due till
Sunday! For people who know me,
that’s quite an accomplishment. Not
only do I not pass things in early, I
don’t even get them in on time.
The reason I had to write this now
is because I’m furious! I just spent
the past one-half hour picking Envi¬
ronment Week calendars out of the
garbage. Not only did I find those
but I found peace rally notices also.
Now—being the open-minded per¬
son I am, I was willing to give people
the benefit of the doubt. As far as the
rally notices, people could have read
them and then have thrown them
out. But the calendars are something
you can’t memorize in two minutes!!
The reason this made me so mad
was because Batesies don’t realize
how hard people work to get infor¬
mation out to them. These events
are for all Batesies' benefits. I find it
hard to believe that there isn’t one
event in that whole Environment
Week which Batesies might want to

see.
The calendar doesn’t weigh that
much—you could actually carry it
back to your room and tack it up!
Obviously—not everyone is inter¬
ested in the environment. But, I can’t
see why there are so many apathetic
and inconsiderate people here at
Bates. What infuriated me even
more than seeing all that hard work
in the garbage can were the com¬
ments I heard as I picked them out
of the can.
“Peace Rally—who cares about
peace?”

Mark Roy
Environment Week—Peace Rally
—I know the type of people who run
those" (stated with a definite nega¬
tive tone).
What type of person am I? Am I
really that terrible for trying to make
Batesies more aware of what’s hap¬
pening to the land, the air, the water?
And what about the Peace
Rally—can all those professors and

students really be that irrational? I’d
say definitely not.
The people who are irrational are
the ones who are totally oblivious to
the world around them—to the fact
that the US was publicly condemned
by almost all the nations of the
world, to the fact that Americans are
being killed in Lebanon, to the fact
that acid rain and hazardous waste
are causing major problems.
What’s worse is that these same
persons want to remain oblivious,
totally uninvolved. They don’t want
to see the films, the speakers, the
rallies—they’d rather pretend they
don’t exist. I’m not criticizing Bates
itself. I’m afraid this problem is quite
universal. All I’m trying to do here is
encourage people to fight their first
instinct (throwing away calendars,
passing by tables etc.) and stop to
take a second look—you actually
might find something worthwhile—
just maybe!!!

Amnesty International Group Established
To the editor
Attention Bates College,
On Nov. 30, 1983 the Amnesty
International Campus Network of
Bates College will have its first
meeting.
Amnesty International is a world¬
wide movement which is indepen¬
dent of any government, political
faction, ideology, economic interest,
or religious creed. It plays a specific
role within the overall spectrum of
human rights work. The activities of
the organization focus strictly on
prisoners.
It seeks the release of men and
women detained anywhere for their
beliefs, color, sex, ethnic origin, lan¬

guage, or religion, provided they
have neither used or advocated vio¬
lence. These are termed “Prisoners
of Conscience.”
It advocates fair and early trials
for all political prisoners and works
on the behalf of such persons
detained without charge or trial.
It opposes the death penalty and
torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment
of all prisoners without reservations.
The Amnesty International USA
Campus Network consists of more
than 136 groups, each of which is
based in an academic or educational
setting. Membership is not restricted
to students. Faculty, staff and com¬

munity members are encouraged to
play an active role in the campus
group. Projects for the Campus Net¬
work include: 1) Work on behalf of
individual prisoner: 2) Country
Campaigns and Special Actions: 3)
Special Projects to increase the vis¬
ibility of Amnesty International on
campus (Human Rights Education
and Publicity).
We welcome all participation in
this organization and are hoping to
see you on Nov. 30. As Amnesty
International states:
“Better to light one candle than to
curse the darkness.”
Amnesty International
—Stacey Kabat
Jeff Miller

Campus Plagued by Injuries Requiring Crutches
(Continued from Page 4)
their efforts are hampered by the
lack of elevators and handicapped
facilities in many main buildings
here.
This is an old campus: It was not
built to deal with these situations,”
said Tisdale. “In the past, if one suf¬
fered an injury, one could stay in the
infirmary or go home.”
For many of the older buildings
on campus, the installation of an ele¬
vator is not economically or archi¬
tecturally feasible. This puts a
constraint on the use of these build¬
ings by the handicapped.
“This year I live in a dorm with an
elevator. That was lucky, since I live
on the fourth floor. It can be difficult
for the physically impaired to live in

a dorm without an elevator.” Zordan explained.
Two examples of buildings at
Bates whose use may be hampered
by lack of good handicap access are
Schaeffer Theatre and Chase Hall,
neither of which can be reached eas¬
ily by elevator.
“There’s no way you can move
functions located in these to another
place, like you can with classes,”
commented Clough.
Nonetheless, the construction of
elevators in buildings such as Chase
Hall is very expensive.
These physical problems with
mobility experiences with a long
term injury can cause mental stress
or anxiety.
“Undoubtedly, there is a change:

VJI

Major McKyntre
.

(Continued from Page 13)
Someone began reviving Jennif-
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“It’s hard in this population for
people to ask for help. At college
age, people are learning indepen¬
dence, and self-sufficiency. While on
crutches, the student must learn to

and protection to the injury.
ask for help.” Tisdale stated.
“It’s only when a player realizes
Tisdale also noted that stress
about one’s injury can be relieved by this that steps to total health are
having a positive attitude. Park started,” he commented.
agreed.
“Your whole character influences
“There is nothing quite as awk- . how you cope with crutches and an
ward as crutches. People feel very injury,” added Zordan.
self-conscious, and tied to an object.
They must break through this
“Many people incur temporary
attitude.”
injuries while at Bates,” Tisdale
“The attitude is the most impor¬ stated. “Now people are coming to
tant thing,” Park continued. “Don’t
college with a variety of handicaps. I
look at crutches as an obstacle. They think Bates tries to psychologically
benefit the person by affording rest,
and emotionally help people adjust.”
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er’s roommate—she came to and sat
up, but it wasn’t Jennifer’s
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crutches affect a person,” said Zordan. “It makes you dependent on
people. It changes your life around.”
Zordan noted that to keep up with
courses is more taxing. This is
because of the extra energy and time
expenditures involved with living on
crutches.
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roommate—it was Jennifer! The
person I pulled out of the room
came to consciousness, and it wasn’t
Jennifer, or her roommate—it was
her boyfriend that I didn’t know she
had! In the confusion, I slipped into
my room, locked the door, and
spent a most ignoble night alone in
wet pajamas. Thus ended my rom¬
ance with Jennifer. Until later, I
remain—
William Williamson
P.S. The dean said not to worry
about that girl I told you about. I
think she’ll be alright.

\
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A European Perspective on the Arms Race
“Germans know about war,”
by Stephanie Leydon
Student Correspondent
stated Warde. He explained that
“There is no substantive differ¬ prior experience- has made Ger¬
ence between US and the Soviet mans especially fearful of war. He
power. Both have power, and both defended his positions by stating
will be ruthless,” claimed Newell that 20 percent of the country’s
Warde, assistant professor of Ger¬ population was wiped out in
man, during a discussion entitled, World War II.
“Nuke Speak: International Per¬
“The Germans have already
spective on Arms Race.”
experienced total war 1940’s style,
Growing worldwide concern they don’t want to experience
about nuclear arms led the alterna¬ nuclear war 1980’s style,” said
tive activities committee of the Warde.
Bates College Colloquium on
According to John Maier, assist¬
Nuclear Weapons and Arms Con¬ ant professor of Spanish, Spain
trol to sponsor the discussion looks upon western defense as part
which featured the opinions of of its defense and sovereignty.
three language professors and sev¬
Currently, Maier claimed, Spain
eral international students. About is playing no role in the deploy¬
20 people attended the discussion ment of missiles or nuclear defense.
held in Chase Lounge on Tuesday Yet, Maier explained that, under
Nov. 1.
the renegotiated Friendship Treaty
A human chain, 100 km long, with the US Spain is getting more
connecting to a military installa¬ sophisticated bombers, and the US
tion, was formed by protesting citi¬ has access to three strategic Span¬
zens in Germany. According to ish airforce bases.
Warde, this demonstration was
Maier stated what he felt was
one of many occurring in Germany Spain’s position in the nuclear
in protest of nuclear weapon arms race, “Leave us alone to be
buildups.
what we always were.”
Warde claims German demon¬
Richard Williamson, assistant
strations, while currently peaceful, professor of French, explained
France’s attitude toward nulcear
could become more serious.

arms as one that suggested, “Let
the two big ones (the US and the
Soviet Union) take care of each
other, France will come out on
top.”
High taxes, a strike among mail
and transportation workers, and
agitation in universities, have
made the French more concerned
with domestic problems than with
international ones, according to
Williamson.
He also emphasized that
although Southern France thinks
America’s presence is necessary for
defense, there is a strong Russian
influence throughout the country.
There are four communist minis¬
ters in France’s government, and
the Soviet Union and France main¬
tain close economic ties.
During the discussion, several
international students spoke about
the attitudes of their native coun¬
tries concerning nuclear arms.
While Germany appears to be the
most involved with nuclear wea¬
pons, other countries are aware of
their presence.
A Finnish student explained that
Finland feels the threat of nuclear
weapons because Leningrad is only
one hundred miles from its border.
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Central American Youth
(Continued from Page 1)
According to Contreras, “for every
one dollar of investment in Central
America, these trans-internationals
take 11 dollars in profit.”
“These investments finance the
strong economic sections as well as
counter-revolutionaries and death
squads,” said Contreras.
Earlier on Monday at an outdoor
rally at Northeastern University the
MUJECA coalition was met with a
protest rally. Anti-MUJECA dem¬
onstrators, carrying signs reading
“USA LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT”
and chanting “Commies Suck”,
clashed with pro-Sandinista groups.
According to Northeastern News,
“A small, but extremely vocal
group” made a rush at the platform,
but was pushed back by onlookers.
Although some fighting was
reported, the Northeastern police
kept a “low profile.”
Except for having to raise their
voices so as to be heard above the
protestors, the speakers’ presenta¬
tion went on as planned.
Commenting on the rally, a
Northeastern News representative
said that “There was some doubt as
to if the protestors were North¬
eastern students ”
Sandino spoke of the “new
society” being formed in Nicaragua,
and of his country’s thwarted
attempt to build “a real democratic
process.”
Sandino cited the rise in the liter¬
acy rate from 41 percent to 88 per¬
cent as an example of his
government’s success.
Pineda, from El Salvador,
insisted that the rebels had “defeated
the government and driven it to the
verge of collapse.” Continuing, he
insisted on his country’s “right to its
own self-determination.”
Although each speaker in his own
way offered “unity and solidarity
with the American people,” they
were all quick to impress to the
audience that they were willing “to
resist and die if the United States
Army does intervene in Central
America.”

Indeed, throughout each presen¬
tation the representatives showed
the wish for peace, but only peace
through their own form of govern¬
ment, independent of the United
States.
In a MUJECA statement the coa¬
lition states its strong purpose in
being “the reason why we young
Central Americans get together to
organize and create the wall which
will stop the common enemy:
NORTH AMERICAN IMPE¬
RIALISM. AS IN THE PAST,
CENTRAL AMERICA ONE
AGAINST THE AGGRESSIONS”.
In a later interview the three repre¬
sentatives clarified their positions
politically. They did not attempt at
any time to show a desire to accept
the United States government as a
model system or aggressor. In a
quick, factual, statement one
speaker said “I am a Marxist.”
Along with the group was Scott
Mehlenbacher who is involved with
the MUJECA group and was a
Peace Corps volunteer in Central
America for two and a half years.
Mehlenbacher complimented the
Nicaraguans for their interest in
studying different forms of govern¬
ment, and brought to attention to
group of Central Americans cur¬
rently studying government at Har¬
vard University. He also criticized
the Reagan administration for its illbased fears of communism in Cen¬
tral America.
Pineda admitted the acceptance
of aid from Cuba and the Soviet
Union, although he was quick to
bring up the fact that his organiza¬
tion was also supported by Italy,
Venezuela, and France’s socialist
government. He also added that
there had been an offer made by his
organization to accept US aid, but
they had been “turned down.”
Concluding on a solemn note,
Contreras stated something which
touched the hearts of many. “Should
the war happen, be assured that
Central America will become
another Vietnam.”
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Although the United Kingdom
is set slightly apart from the rest of
Europe, a student from England

explained that an anti-nuclear
campaign is growing in his coun¬
try. He explained that the Cam¬
paign for Nuclear Disarmament is
an English organization which pri¬
marily attracts the country’s youth.
According to the student, England
would prefer to stay out of the
nuclear weapons situation.
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Similarly, a student from Hol¬
land reported that there are many
peace movements going on in his
country because of its close prox¬
imity to Germany.
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